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Abstract 

Zacharopoulos, D. T. (2021). Orð Víkinganna: The level and scale of literacy in the Viking 
World. The cases of Birka and Sigtuna. Uppsala, Dept. of Archaeology and Ancient History 

 

This thesis aims to study the level and scale of literacy as it expanded in 
Viking towns during the 8th-12th century. In order to get an understanding 
of this spread, I have worked with two case-studies of Viking towns, as 
they were founded and prospered during and by the end of the Viking Age 
in Sweden; the town of Birka located in Björkö Island in Lake Mälaren, 
and the town of Sigtuna located in the province of Uppland, in central 
Sweden. Through the study of selected archaeological material, this paper 
aims to bring together scattered information and shed light on what we 
know about the level and spread of literacy in Viking society. The purpose 
of this endeavour, is to question not only the notion of an illiterate pagan 
society that the Viking Age Scandinavians are considered to have been, 
but also question both the methodology in which the scholarly 
archaeological community studies literacy, as well as the way literacy itself 
is defined in the study of the ancient world. The paper includes a 
bibliographic and a material-studying approach, as well as a section where 
digital archaeological research methods are used with Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS) software in order to illustrate the level and 
scale of literary expansion in Viking Age Sweden. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1. Paper Overview  
This paper is a master’s academic thesis on the level and expansion of literacy in Viking Age 
Scandinavia. The aim of this paper is to study the concept of literacy and its traces through a 
civilization’s material culture. In particular, this study aims to create a linear illustration of the 
scale and expansion of literacy – both spatial and in time – as it appeared and progressed during 
the Viking Age and early Medieval Age in Scandinavia (Table 1)1. For this endeavour I have 
used the early Viking settlement of Birka and the late Viking – early Medieval Age town of 
Sigtuna in Sweden as my case studies. 

The basic hypothesis of this study is that the phenomenon of literacy was quite apparent 
and gradually developing during the Viking Age in Scandinavia, in contrast with our common 
understanding for the people who lived during that period of time, in a land where written word 
is considered to have been mostly uncommon compared to verbal communication. 

In order to work on this concept and substantiate this argument, I am studying several types 
of materials which can be related to literacy that have been found in my case-studies’ 
excavations in the past; materials for this purpose includes styli and wax tablets (vaxtavla), runic 
inscriptions engraved on rune stones (runsten), rune bones (runben) or runic plates (runbleck). 
Furthermore, I discuss whether runes and rune-carving as a profession can be a solid indicator 
for tracing literacy altogether, and whether there are ways to distinguish and define styli and 
their use in Viking Age Scandinavia. In addition to the aforementioned, I am conducting a 
comparative analysis of the finds from my case studies, and expanding on what these results 
can tell us about the rate and range of the advancement of literacy in those Viking settlements 
over the course of approximately five centuries (8th-12th century CE). 

The case studies I have selected from Sweden are the early Viking settlement of Birka and 
the later established settlement of Sigtuna, both located in the central part of Sweden. In each 
particular case, I study the materials that indicate an established form of literacy, as well as a 
spread and an evolution of literacy through a collection of archaeological finds. By the end of 
this paper I will have talked, elaborated and attempted to answer, in an orderly manner, the 
following questions: 

 How do we define literacy when we are talking about the Viking Age Scandinavian 
society and how is that definition shaped by the specific historical and cultural facts that 
have occurred in regards with the shaping and expansion of this society itself? 

 What are the issues defining styli in the context of the Viking culture? What is different 
or special about these items in this culture in comparison with other cultures as well as 
in comparison with different stylistic versions of them in the past and in the future?  

 Considering the answers given to the questions above, what can the items found in Birka 
and Sigtuna tell us about the expansion of literacy in the Viking – early Medieval Age 
Scandinavia? 

In order to comprehend, evaluate and properly analyze the main questions of this paper, I need 
to expand on two distinguishable theoretical frameworks, on which I am conducting my 
research. The first theoretical question is whether there is a way to define literacy in the ancient 
world, in which way this is possible, and how this endeavor contradicts the modern definition 
of literacy. The second question – which concerns the practical appliance of archaeological 
research methodology – is whether and in which way we can define styli according to their 
shape, material and use, based on previous work and classification done by past archaeologists 

                                                      
1 See Table 1: Periodization of the Scandinavian History, p. 3 
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and scholars of the field – a matter which concerns the main body of this paper. 
In regards with the format and structure of this paper, it is thematically divided in three 

basic parts. The first part is dedicated in the theoretical framework of this topic; it includes 
chapters 2 and 3, and it is where I present all the information regarding the matter of literacy 
and its individual elements. The second part which is expanded in chapter 4, is dedicated to 
presenting the collected materials from my case studies and analyzing them in the context of the 
topic of my work. The third part of my project is dedicated to presenting the results of my 
research project; in chapter 5 I open a discussion on what the items presented in the previous 
chapter can actually tell us about the level of literacy in Viking Age Scandinavia. Additionally 
in this chapter, I illustrate the expansion of literacy in Viking Age Scandinavia both on a time-
line as well as on the map, by means of using the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
software QGIS™. With this tool at my disposal, I create several heat-maps that illustrate all the 
places where literacy items have been found and put them in a chronological/periodic 
perspective in order to illustrate the density and spatial expansion of the finds as a visual 
representation of literacy in Viking Age Sweden. The final part of my paper, chapter 6, is 
dedicated in discussing the results of this study in relation to the questions I have posed in this 
introduction, as well as possible angles and ideas on the matters studied in this paper. Finally, I 
attempt to begin a dialogue which offers suggestions for further research on the matter. 

1.2. A Historical Background of the case studies and the material 
In this paper I study some of the archaeological material unearthed from several excavations in 
two settlements located in the central part of Sweden: the Viking settlement of Birka, and the 
late Viking – early Medieval Age settlement of Sigtuna. According to archaeological and 
historical records, Birka is believed to have been established sometime around 750 CE and 
ceased to be populated around 975 CE2. Sigtuna on the other hand, is believed to have been 
established around the same period Birka was beginning to deteriorate, sometime around 980 
CE, and continue to exist and prosper throughout the Middle Ages until modern day3. This 
means that Birka predates Sigtuna by at least 200 years in its foundation, a fact which affects 
both the quantity as well as the condition of the archaeological material found in the excavations 
that have taken place in those settlements. The material that we do however have at our disposal, 
may provide modern scholars with a plethora of information and evidence about the people who 
lived in these towns during the Viking Age. 

In order to present and expand on the material culture of the Viking civilization in regards 
to the concept of literacy expansion, it is imperative that I first provide a general overview and 
a historical background of these materials themselves, in order to create a comprehensive basis 
upon which I can build my case. The reason for which I need to do that, is that – unlike the 
civilizations of the European continent studied in the field of Classical Antiquity, the Roman 
Empire or Classical Greece – the Viking Age Scandinavians belong in a whole different context 
both chronologically and culture-wise. It is important to keep in mind that the majority of the 
sources which hold information about the Scandinavian cultures of the Viking Age are mostly 
Anglo-Saxon, Arabic, Frankish or Byzantine; there are very few sources written by Viking Age 

                                                      
2 See more in:  

 Price T. Douglas, Gustin Ingrid, Arcini Caroline, Drenzel Leena and Kalmring Sven, Isotopes and human 
burials at Viking Age Birka and the Mälaren region, east central Sweden (2018), 19-20  

 Ambrosiani Björn, Birka (2008), 97-98  
 Jansson Ingmar, Warfare, trade or colonization? Some general remarks on the eastern expansion of the 

Scandinavians in the Viking period (1997), 9  
 Holmquist Olausson Lena, Aspects on Birka. Investigations and surveys 1976-1989 (1993), 21  

3 See more in:  
 Price, Gustin,  Arcini, Drenzel and Kalmring (2018), 19-20  
 Kjellström Anna, Tesch Sten and Wikström Anders, Inhabitants of a Sacred Townscape : An 

Archaeological and Osteological Analysis of Skeletal Remains from Late Viking Age and Medieval 
Sigtuna, Sweden (2005), 87-88 
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Scandinavians themselves. In this regard, the scarcity of such written sources from that period 
and culture, and the complex, poly-dialectic linguistic construct that is Old Norse, all make it 
very difficult for archaeolinguists to talk about a concrete written language of the Viking culture. 

Indeed, looking into the written historical sources of that period, it would seem that there is 
almost no concrete evidence of any sort of written language existing that dates before the end 
of the 10th – beginning of 11th century CE in the Viking world. Most sources referring to the 
Vikings seem to have been composed by Christian monks of the English monasteries, or found 
in other written sources of that period4. Some of the most important of those primary sources 
arguably are the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, composed in late 9th century, as well as the Roskilde 
Chronicle (Chronicon Roskildense)5 which dates around the beginning of the 12th century CE, 
as well as several Arabic and Byzantine sources from the Early Middle Ages6.  

Based on the aforementioned reasons, it would seem that there was not one established, 
written Scandinavian language before or during the Viking Age. For the longest time, the 
introduction of literacy was often thought to be linked to Christianization, and Birka and Sigtuna 
had usually been seen as representing the two different phases in that transition; that is, Birka 
as an oral and pagan society, and Sigtuna as a literate and Christian one. This notion however, 
has been reluctantly revised over the past few decades of research. The reason for this 
contemporary revision is the existence of and the extensive research on one important linguistic 
element that is unique to this civilization, and could be argued to relate to an established form 
of written language or at the very least – an indication of some form of literacy at that time. This 
element, which was unique to the Scandinavian early medieval culture, was the use of runes as 
a form of writing system. Runic inscriptions on stone, metal or bone are some of the most unique 
and important archaeological evidence that we have at our disposal in order to unravel and 
understand the ancient Scandinavian civilization. For this exact reason, rune stones, rune bones 
and runic plates constitute some of my main material in my research and are extensively 
analyzed further ahead in this paper. Further below, I introduce these materials and expand on 
their specifications, in order to offer a better view of the items I have studied in my research. 

 

                                                      
4 Androshchuk Fedir, Vikings in the East: Essays on Contacts along the Road to Byzantium 800-1100 (2013), 2-9 
5 See Gelting H. Michael for more on Chronicon Roskildense. Web publication. 
6 For more primary sources on Viking Age Scandinavians, see:  

 Samarrai I, Alauddin, Arabic sources on the Norse (1959)  
 Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De administrando imperio. Ed. G. Moravcsik, translation R.J.H. Jenkins 

(1996)  
 John Skylitzes, A Synopsis of Byzantine History, 811-1057. Translation by J. Wortley, notes and 

introduction by J.C. Cheynet, B. Flushin and notes by K.J.C. Cheynet (2010) 

Periodization of the Scandinavian History:  
Iron Age (500 BCE - 1050 CE) – Early Middle Ages (1050 - 1200 CE) 

Early Iron Age 
500 BCE - 550 CE 

Pre-Roman Iron Age 
500 BCE - 0 BCE/CE  

Roman Iron Age 
0 - 375 CE 

Early Roman Iron Age   0 - 200 CE 

Late Roman Iron Age   200 - 375 CE 

Migration Period 
375 - 550 CE 

Early Migration Period   375 - 500 CE 

Late Migration Period   500 - 550 CE 

Late Iron Age 
550 CE - 1050 CE 

Vendel Period 
550 - 750 CE  

Viking Age 
750 - 1050 CE 

Early Viking Age   750 - 900 CE 

Late Viking Age   900 - 1050 CE 
Middle Ages 

1050 - 1600 CE Early Middle Ages 1050 - 1200 CE 

Table 1: Periodization of the Scandinavian History: Iron Age (500 BCE – 1050 CE) – Early Middle Ages (1050 – 1200 CE)
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1.3. Introducing the Material 
Now that I have offered a small overview on the historical background of both the case studies, 
it is time to briefly present the types of material studied in this paper, in order to observe traces 
of literacy in the Viking world. The types of material I have used for my research are listed as 
such: 
 

 Styli – A stylus7 is an ancient writing implement, consisting of a small rod with a pointed 
end for scratching letters on wax-covered tablets, and a blunt end for obliterating them. 
It is a writing tool used in Antiquity and medieval history and functions as a solid 
indicator of a literary environment in an ancient social system. 
 

 Wax Tablets [Vaxtavla] – A wax tablet8 is a tool used in Antiquity and Medieval history 
for the act of writing. It is a (usually) wooden board covered with a layer of wax, used 
as a reusable and portable writing surface, which a person would write on with a stylus. 
In the Viking Age Scandinavian context, the wax tablets that are found are most 
commonly made of antler or bone. Very often wax tablets come in pairs with styli in 
archaeological excavations, but there are exceptions to this general rule. Additionally, 
other means than styli can be used as tools for writing and erasing letters on a wax tablet; 
this is a matter I shall expand on further below in this paper. 

 
 Rune bones [Runben] – Rune bones are pieces of antler/horn or bone from living 

animals with runic or other types of text carved on them. Rune bones are a very typical 
form of runic inscription material in Scandinavian archaeology. Rune bones could be 
used either as ritualistic instruments (amulets) or, on a later period, means to convey a 
message.  

 
 Rune stones [Runsten] – Rune stones9 are pieces of stones or fully erected boulders with 

runic text engraved on them.  Rune stones are yet another very typical form of runic 
inscription material in the Scandinavian culture. A version of this tradition, the Gotlandic 
“picture stones”, are ornate slabs of stone, usually limestone, and considered to be 
unique to the region. Rune stones were commonly used for means of funerary 
commemoration (Fig. 18)10. 

  
 Runic plates [Runbleck] – A rune plating is a piece/scrap of metal engraved with runic 

text. It is a type of material which is probably unique to the culture, usually made of 
copper, bronze or, later on, iron alloy. These items, much like rune bones, were mostly 
used as amulets of protection.  

 
Rune bones, rune stones and runic plates are some of the most basic and important types of 
runic inscription sources in archaeological research and thus constitute some of my main types 
of material for my study. An additional interesting type of findings that do not fall under these 
aforementioned categories but can be a strong indicator of a literary environment, are metallic 
book fittings/fastenings and furnishings [Bokbeslag]. These items were mostly integrated with 
the monastic life that followed after the Christianization of Scandinavia and even though proper 
dating analysis has not been conducted for most of the items, general historical record places 
the first findings of such items sometime between 1230 – 1530 CE in the area of Sigtuna, around 
the date of the establishment of Dominikanerklosteret (St. Dominique’s monastery). 

The types of material which I briefly presented above are used in this paper in order to 
understand both the evolution process as well as the expansion of the writing habit of the Viking 

                                                      
7 Stylus. (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster.com dictionary. Retrieved online. Definition in Glossary chapter. 
8 Wax Tablet (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster.com dictionary. Retrieved online. Definition in Glossary chapter. 
9 Rune Stone. (n.d.). In Dictionary.com dictionary. Retrieved online. Definition in Glossary chapter. 
10 See Figure 18, p. 35 
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Age Scandinavian people. They are all interconnected, in one way or another, with the concept 
of reading and writing. The styli and wax tablets have been used for centuries, since the 
Antiquity and throughout the Middle Ages and are very common literary tools among many 
cultures, yet they are not as common in a Scandinavian environment, especially not before the 
end of the Viking Age. For that reason, excavating and unearthing styli and wax tablets in a 
Viking Age context is a rare and arguably a very interesting phenomenon, as it sheds light and 
offers new information about the literary environment of the Viking Scandinavian culture. Wax 
tablets were typically of a temporary nature and were used mainly for taking notes. Both styli 
and wax tablets were common in their use for many centuries, mostly due to the fact that the 
use of parchment was quite costly11. Slightly larger wax tablets of a rectangular shape, about 17 
cm high were common in the earliest period of the Middle Ages, while the slightly smaller ones 
with the dimensions approximately 8 x 4 cm were more common around the last centuries of 
the Middle Ages, according to runologist Helmer Gustavson12. Rune bones, rune stones and 
runic plates are items that can be argued to be unique to the Scandinavian culture. They were 
seemingly commonly used among the peoples of Scandinavia, and based on the excavation 
context of the finds, some of them might have been used as amulets and bear some sort of 
magical/healing essence to them, as most of these rune bones and runic plates are found in grave 
mounds, and are inscribed with blessings or funerary-related wishes13. 

Runic inscriptions of these types can tell us a great deal about the people who lived during 
that time; their notions, their beliefs, their view on the world and life and death. Rune stones in 
particular in most cases offer names and locations valuable for historical and archaeological 
research. However, whether the knowledge of carving runes on a bone or a stone can be argued 
to be a solid indicator of a literary environment in Viking society is a matter of debate which I 
shall expand on further in this paper.  

1.4. Source-critical Issues  
This part of the introduction is dedicated in presenting all the issues I came across over the 
duration of this project, concerning both technical topic-related issues as well as general life-
related issues. 

It would seem to me rather important to begin this session with the fact that, due to the 
global Covid-19 “Coronavirus” pandemic that struck the world in the beginning of the year 
2020, several difficulties arose which made collecting the data and continuing my research in a 
smooth manner rather impossible, throughout the process of my thesis writing. As a result of 
this extreme and unprecedented situation, my topic as well as the very process of my work was 
changed and interrupted, and was even made impossible to continue on several occasions. 
Despite of all these difficulties however, and after a great deal of persistence and the endless 
help of my supervisor, as well as the rest of the advisors mentioned in the Acknowledgements 
chapter, I managed to complete my work in a relatively timely manner. 

In regards with the issues that are related with the data-collecting and analyzing process for 
my work, there has been a multitude of individual, isolated instances which can be summarized 
with the general statement that not enough work has been done for the proper classification and 
analysis of the materials studied in this paper. Specifically, the first realization I came across 
when I first started to collect literature and information about my topic is that there are simply 
not enough publicized articles about the topic which I am studying. Apparently approaching an 

                                                      
11 Gustavson Helmer and Söderberg Anders, Spår av skrivkunnighet och skrivvanor i det tidigmedeltida Sigtuna 

(2014), 39 
12 Gustavson and Söderberg (2014), 39 
13 See more in:  

 Ralph W.V Elliott, Runes, Yews, and Magic (1957), 250-251  
 Macleod Mindy and Mees Bernard, Runic Amulets and Magic Objects (2006), 1-14  
 Gräslund Anne-Sofie, The Late Viking Age Runestones of Västergötland. On Ornamentation and 

Chronology (2015), 39-41 
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early medieval civilization through the study of its literary material could either be a fairly 
uncommon or rather relatively new approach in the field of archaeological and historical 
research. As a result, there is neither a large amount nor a variety of sources in the bibliography 
concerning my topic or my approach as there should be, due to that lack of publications. 
Additionally, as a result of this general lack of research of the literary material of the Viking 
Age Scandinavian society, there have been many individual issues occurring during the process 
of collecting and studying my material. To elaborate further, many of the items utilized in 
discussion here both from Birka and Sigtuna were classified in an ambivalent, uncertain and 
sometimes contradictory manner; styli classified as pins, pins classified as nails, and nails 
classified simply as “object” are just some of the instances which I came across. Moreover, 
almost none of the items which I personally studied had undergone any sort of relative dating 
or carbon and nitrogen stable isotope analysis or DNA analysis of any sort either in the case of 
Birka or Sigtuna. It is however important to state that in regards with the overall state of the 
material and the research done on them, there has been more work done in the case of Sigtuna 
in comparison with the case of the Birka material. In the case of Sigtuna, there have been several 
excavation reports on a large amount of the materials studied and presented in this paper, as 
well as a small amount of articles elaborating on these items and their interpretation in the 
context of historical and archaeological research. In the case of the Birka material, the 
information I had to rely on was the old find lists and the original excavation reports which were 
mostly ambiguous and unclear, a fact that made this study substantially more difficult to be 
carried out. There are occasions of items mentioned in this paper that have still not undergone 
proper classification and inventory, and have still not been placed in the archives of the Swedish 
History Museum. This has understandably made my effort of studying and analyzing the 
material slightly more difficult. However, this situation may bring forth a dialogue for the 
necessity that exists for this work to be done properly in the future, given the abundancy of 
archaeological material that has yet to be studied and analyzed and the valuable information one 
may gather when this material is properly archived and classified.  

One additional issue which also concerns the proper study, classification, analysis and 
documentation of these sites and finds, is related to the digitization of the related information 
into the respective museums’ archives, libraries and web portals as well as the Swedish National 
Heritage Board Electronic Archive (RAÄ), which were my basic sources and tools for the GIS 
project. In particular, the RAÄ (Riksantikvarieämbetet) database is currently incomplete, and 
its survey status for the sites of my case-studies are marked as “partially examined”. As a result, 
not all finds have been classified and been input into the database of the archaeological material, 
making it impossible to perform a GIS query selection based on either geo-referential standards 
or attributable standards. This issue concerns both the Birka as well as the Sigtuna settlement. 
Since digital processing and cataloguing is a relatively new process that is undergoing frequent 
changes, it seems that the work done in this department is currently insufficient. This fact raises 
a rather extensive issue for any researcher who is interested in conducting GIS work on the sites 
and artefacts on Swedish ground, and at the same time, underlines the necessity for further work 
to be done in this department.  

The final issue I faced when conducting my research was the one concerning visual material 
of the items studied in this paper. Neither in the case of Birka or the case of Sigtuna were there 
appropriate pictures or illustrations of the items I needed to study; in their respective web portals 
there are some outdated pictures on some of the items but not for all of them. During my stay 
and study of the items, I managed to take several pictures of the items in order to present them 
in this paper. It is important however to add a disclaimer that this photographing procedure was 
done without standardized, professional equipment, as I had none at my disposal. I believe 
proper photography in a professional manner with proper equipment and lighting is a very 
important and necessary task that needs to be done for both collections in the future.  
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2. A look on Literacy: Definition, Terminology and Issues 

In order to study the expansion and depth of literacy level in Viking towns, it is imperative that 
the very definition of the term literacy is looked into and put in an archaeological and historical 
perspective. Niko Besnier, Professor of Cultural Anthropology at the University of Amsterdam, 
defined this term in the Journal of Linguistic Anthropology - Vol. 9 (1999): 
 

“Literacy can be roughly defined as communication through visually decoded inscriptions, 
rather than through auditory and gestural channels”14 

 
Literacy itself has been a matter of study for scholars of linguistics as well as anthropologists 
for quite a long time, yet in recent decades the need for a more elaborate and concrete definition 
has steadily grown. Taking into consideration that communication through speech, reading and 
writing can be a matter that affects human life in multiple ways, it is safe to assume that studying 
and defining literacy could – and should – be a matter of an interdisciplinary approach. As Julie 
Lindquist argues in her article, research on literacy occurs across a multitude of fields such is 
history, anthropology, sociology, education, cultural studies and many more fields in the 
Humanities, and it is ever expanding15. Silvia Montoya of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) – which established literacy as a fundamental 
human right in 196616 – argues that literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, 
create, communicate and compute, using printed and written materials associated with varying 
contexts17. 

The issue that arises when one studies the concept of literacy in the ancient world, is that it 
is rather difficult to apply a modern definition to an ancient civilization's everyday life. In his 
work, John Pearce argues that it is overall nearly impossible to quantify the proportion of the 
literate and illiterate population of an ancient civilization with accuracy, due to the lack of 
appropriate evidence as well as due to the difficulty of applying modern definitions of literacy 
in the study of the ancient world18. Indeed, UNESCO's definition of an illiterate person being 

                                                      
14 Besnier Niko, Literacy (1999), 141 
15 Lindquist Julie, Literacy  (2015), 99 
16 See more on the establishment of literacy in:  

 Jean Thomas, A Fair deal for the teacher: an international recommendation outlines a new code of rights 
and duties for the teaching profession (1966), 4-6, 9-10 

 Catts Ralph & Lau Jesus, Towards Information Literacy Indicators. UNESCO (2008), 9-11, 16  
 Keefe B. Elizabeth and Copeland R. Suzan, What is Literacy? The Power of a Definition (2011), 92-93 

17 See more in: Montoya Silvia, Defining literacy: UNESCO (2018), 2-3 
18 Pearce John, Archaeology, writing tablets and literacy in Roman Britain (2004), 44 

In this chapter I expand on the issues regarding the definition and use of the word 
‘literacy’ and the concept that comes with it. First, I elaborate on the term itself and the 
differentiating parameters that characterize the modern definition versus the definition 
of ‘literacy’ in the ancient world. Furthermore, I try to answer one of the main questions 
of this paper which is imperative for the better understanding the entirety of my research: 
how do we define literacy when we are talking about Viking Age Scandinavian society, 
and how is that definition shaped by the specific historical and cultural facts that have 
occurred in regards to the shaping and expansion of this society itself? 
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“someone who cannot with understanding both read and write a short simple statement on his 
everyday life”19, seems to be applicable to the vast majority of the population of the ancient 
world in most cultures. This however is not an indication of lack of skill or knowledge to use 
written words and symbols individually or as part of a profession. Coin minting, sword 
inscription and rune carving, are all good examples of this argument.  

This realization creates a rather important question that needs to be answered, and that is 
largely interconnected with the core question of this specific study as well as all studies that 
deal with literacy in the ancient world; can the use of letters and symbols in the context of an 
ancient profession stand as an indicator for literacy for the craftsmen themselves and/or the 
people who use their products? In the case of rune stone carvers, could we argue that knowing 
how to inscribe and carve runes on stone is a form of knowledge of the written word, and to an 
extent an indicator for literacy? And finally, if we are to assume that we do not actually deal 
with a general idea of a “literate” society, but instead with the concept of literate individuals 
living inside an otherwise illiterate society which bases itself in oral communication, where is 
the line that defines and separates a literate society from an illiterate one? Questions such as this 
will continue to be addressed further in this paper, and the more we study this concept of ancient 
literacy, the more such questions we are called on to answer.  

In every case, it is apparent that defining literacy in the ancient world is quite different from 
defining literacy in our modern world, and that there is a need for further research on how we 
can safely create a definition for it. In light of this, it would seem that the definition of literacy 
as “the ability to read, write and use numeracy in at least one method of writing”20, could be 
an agreeable definition to be used in this paper, as in this context, literacy can relate to and 
include the use of our research material, such as styli and wax tablets, as well as runic 
inscriptions. Having stated this however, it is important to first expand on how literacy has been 
apparent and expressed in the Viking Age Scandinavian literary environment itself. 

In order to grasp and understand the concept of literacy in Viking Age Scandinavia, it is 
imperative that I briefly go through some very basic definitions on language, its systems and 
their role in the evolution of a culture. Collins English Dictionary defines language as “a system 
of communication which consists of a set of sounds and written symbols which are used by the 
people of a particular country or region for talking or writing”21. In their evolution overtime, 
almost all languages undergo a process called “semiosis”22, under which they relate signs to 
particular meanings. Most types of languages contain one phonological system that determines 
how symbols are used to form sequences known as words or morphemes, and one syntactic 
system which determines how these words and morphemes are combined to form phrases and 
utterances. The latter system, is the essence of what is commonly referred to as the writing 
system of a language, and it is the one I am focusing on, in this paper – that is, the evolution 
from proto-writing to writing and the transcendence of a pictogrammic/ideogrammic writing 
system into a syntactically complete writing one.  There have been many definitions about what 
a writing system is, the most fitting of which, was given by the linguist Coulmas Florian23: 

 
“[A writing system is]… a set of visible or tactile signs used to represent units of 

language in a systematic way, with the purpose of recording messages which can be retrieved 
by everyone who knows the language in question and the rules by virtue of which its units are 

encoded in the writing system.” 
 

Generally speaking, most of the writing systems are able to be placed in broad categories such 
as alphabets, syllabaries, logograms or abjads24. It is worth mentioning however, that some 

                                                      
19 See more in UNESCO Conference Proceedings, Records of the General Conference, 20th session, Paris, 24 

October to 28 November 1978 (1979), 18 
20 Literacy. (n.d.). In Dictionary.com dictionary. Retrieved online. Definition in Glossary chapter. 
21 Language. (n.d.). In Collinsdictionary.com dictionary. Retrieved online. Definition in Glossary chapter. 
22 Semiosis. (n.d.). In Collinsdictionary.com dictionary. Retrieved online. Definition in Glossary chapter. 
23 Coulmas Florian, The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Writing Systems (1999), 560 
24 Alphabet. Syllabary. Logogram. (n.d.). In Collinsdictionary.com dictionary. Retrieved online. Definitions in 
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particular systems may collect attributes from more than one category.  
In the context of the Viking Age Scandinavian society specifically, what is quite interesting 

is that sometimes, runic inscriptions are considered to have apparently been used within the 
Scandinavian culture both as self-standing symbols with their own meaning and purpose, and 
simultaneously as letters which were part of a linguistic alphabetical system; letters that would 
be combined to create a word and in extent communicate a meaning25. In my understanding 
however, this notion is somewhat out of place; the idea that runes have been used in the ancient 
world as symbols of magic or religious purposes is not really attestable by any literary sources 
at our disposal. There are some mentions in the poem Sigrdrífumál of the Poetic Edda in Codex 
Regius, which note the use of several runic letters for the purpose of magic, as there are scarcely 
in some other similar sources26, but it is important to remember that these sources, as most of 
the literary sources and references of this time that we have at our disposal, all derive from the 
period after the conversion of Christianity in Scandinavia27. In fact, modern day linguists and 
archaeologists do not exactly have any sort of extremely clear evidence that runes were used as 
magical symbols or had magical powers in and of themselves in the ancient or medieval period, 
or that they would represent the concept that they're named for. Additionally, it is important to 
remember that the names of the runes, as they are exhibited through the study of the Rune Poems 
at our disposal are to a great extent a product of a rather modern interpretational reconstruction 
of these symbols. Moreover, it is important to keep in mind that in their majority, most runic 
inscriptions have appeared after Christianity took hold in Scandinavia, and the Latin alphabet 
began to be established in this region28. This fact could lead us to conclude that – by most people 
of their time – these runic letters were not considered to be tools for magic as much before 
Christianity, but rather, as letters of an alphabet. It is therefore safe to argue that the notion of 
the runic characters being used as symbols for magical purposes rather than as letters for writing 
is probably a rather contemporary idea, derived largely from the 19th and 20th century scholars 
who speculatively and amateurly interpreted the past without the means and standards of study 
and research that we have in our modern time. Today, through linguistic research, we understand 
that, reasonably enough, the runes ceased to bear a completely symbolic character and began to 
be utilized as letters of an alphabetical system over time, as most languages do during their 
process of evolution from proto-writing to writing (Fig. 1)29.  

One question that may arise from this information, is whether the knowledge of reading and 
writing of such symbols can be argued to indicate a level of literacy for the person who reads 
and writes them. If a person is able to understand the meaning of a symbol and can – to their 
ability – recreate such a symbol, does this action makes them literate by definition? In my 
understanding, the mere fact that a person may be able to recognize, understand and recreate a 
symbol does not necessarily mean that they have a deeper knowledge of its function in a 
linguistic writing system. With this in mind, it is only natural that one may wonder whether the 
people of such an environment who carved such runes, or the craftsmen who may have dealt 
with such symbols in their everyday professional life, actually knew what they were doing; 
whether they were literate – for the standards of literacy in their time – or whether they were 

                                                      
Glossary chapter. Abjad. A neologism by Daniels, P., defined in his article Fundamentals of Grammatology 
(1990), 727-731. Definition in Glossary chapter. 

25 See more in: Looijenga Tineke, Texts & contexts of the oldest runic inscriptions (2003), 186, 359-360 
26 Author’s note: Stanza 6 advises to carve "victory runes" on the sword hilt, presumably referring to the ᛏ (tiwaz) 

rune named for Tyr. See Appendix; See more in:  
 Jansson Sven, Runes in Sweden (1987), 15  
 Enoksen Lars Magnar, Runor: historia, tydning, tolkning (1987), 26-27 

27 Author’s Note: The only exception to this general rule could be argued to be the The Old English Rune Poem 
which dates to the 8th -9th century, where names of the runes are written down, as a mnemonic device, possibly 
for teaching purposes. See more about the Rune Poems and the names of the runes in: F. G. Jones, The Old 
English Rune Poem, An Edition, University of Florida (1967), 1-38 

28 See chapter 3.1; Williams Henrik, Runes (2008), 285 
29 Author’s Note: An example of runic script being used in the form of a fully functional writing system can be 
witnessed in the case of Codex Runicus, a 202 page manuscript written in medieval runes around the year 1300. 
See Figure 1, p. 10. 
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just recreating a pattern and nothing more. The case of Viking Age Scandinavian rune carving 
is rather peculiar and to my understanding, it requires a large in-depth interdisciplinary study 
from both future runologists and archaeologists, as it would open an important dialogue on how 
we perceive and interpret literary environments in the ancient world in future research. In order 
for this paper to be cohesive and structured however, the topic is expanded on the basis of a 
personal interpretation of literacy in the Viking Age society through the material found in the 
specific case-studies of this paper, and their meaning in archaeological research.  

In the next chapter, I expand on the two main types of material used in this study, runic 
inscriptions and writing tools, and I offer critical information about the origins of the runic script 
that will aid in the overall understanding of how this writing system came to be and how it 
evolved through the ages. 

 
 

Figure 1: Codex Runicus, Arnamagnoeanske Institut in Copenhagen. 
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3. A look on the Material 

 
3.1. On Runes and their importance on historical research 
 
The reason I chose to dedicate this part of the chapter solely on the runic inscriptions, is that – 
to our information and understanding – runes were considered to be the main tool for conveying 
a message in the form of written word for the Scandinavian civilization up until the end of the 
Viking Age and the early Medieval Ages. 

In his article Runes (2008), Henrik Williams argues that the archaeological runic evidence 
that we have at our disposal is of utmost value for our understanding of the Viking Age, as runic 
inscriptions and texts constitute more or less the only original sources on literacy of that period. 
According to the author, through runic inscriptions and texts, we are able to extract valuable 
information about everyday matters such as legal or trade practices, naming patterns and a 
multitude of cultural attributes such as social norms, historical facts, religious ideas and 
superstitions as well as burial customs, inheritance laws and, last but not least, literary tastes30. 
It is of course important to state yet again that for decades, runic texts in a large extent were 
considered to be usually interwoven almost exclusively with the element of use for magic or 
ritualistic purposes for funerary practices, especially during the Viking Age31. However, recent 
research on the runic inscriptions that were found both in Scandinavia as well as in Eastern 
Europe suggest the existence of a more cohesive written language, structured around an 
alphabetical system with orthographic and syntactic conformation. Of course, given the fact that 
– as Williams argues – the runic orthography is considered to be one of the least sophisticated 
writing systems in the world, the information we can extract is subsequently limited, but not of 
minor importance.  

Over the years, a lot of work has been done with transcribing and understanding the runic 
script by a large amount of runologists and archaeologists. According to the most recent research 
done in the field of Runology, the Futhark draws its name after the initial six runes32 (F, U, Þ, 

                                                      
30 Williams (2008), 281-282 
31 See more in:  

 Elliott (1957), 250-251  
 Macleod and Mees (2006), 1-14  

32 See more in:  
 Williams (2008), 282-283 
 Düwel Klaus and Kuzmenko Yuriy, Runic inscriptions in Eastern Europe - an overview (2013), 328 

In this chapter I expand on the theoretical framework of my research in regards to the 
finds from the two Swedish Viking towns I used as my case studies; the town of Birka 
and the town of Sigtuna. I begin this chapter by expanding on the runes and runic 
inscriptions, which are one of the main materials of my research, by providing a 
historical and methodological context of their importance in archaeological research. 
Subsequently I expand on of the main questions of this paper, which are the processes 
of identification, characterization and definition of styli in the context of archaeological 
material classification. After I have expanded on these main topics, I proceed to expand 
on the rest of the material I have worked with in this paper. In the next chapter I showcase 
the material gathered from my case studies themselves. 
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A, R, and K), and appears in different variants (table 1, Fig. 2). In his article, Williams expands 
on the runic alphabet system, the Futhark, its stylistic structure and its function and explains its 
variations as such: 

 
“The Futhark system seems to appear in three variants, the long-branch runes (also called 

normal or Danish runes) […] the short-twig runes (also called Swedo-Norwegian runes) […] 
and the staveless runes (also called the Swedish or Hälsinge runes) [...]”33 

 
In the past decades, an immense amount of work from runologists and archaeolinguists have 
been focused on breaking down and comprehending the formation and structure of this writing 
system, and scholars of these fields have produced great results in that endeavor. An important 
note here would be to stress that the runic script, as mentioned previously, is a writing system, 
not a language itself; there are many languages that can be – and have been – written in runic 
text, such as (proto)-Gothic, (proto)-Norse and Old Norse, or have used runic characters in their 
own alphabet, such as (proto) English and Old English. In his article in collaboration with Yuri 
Kuzmenko on overviewing runic inscriptions in Eastern Europe (2013), Klaus Düwel expands 
on the origin of the Futhark and its structure, offering a precious overview of its use throughout 
the ages.  
 

 
                                                      
33 Direct quote: Williams (2008), 282 

Table 2: The Long-branch (Danish Runes) and the Short-twig (Swedo-
Norwegian Runes) variants of the Viking Age Runic Script. - Younger 
Futhark 

Figure 2: The Staveless (Hälsinge runes) variant of the Viking Age 
Runic Script. This variant has not yet been encoded in Unicode 3.0 -
Younger Futhark 
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To put matters into a historical perspective, archaeolinguistic studies show that the runic script 
came into existence around the late 1st – early 2nd century CE and is generally geographically 
located around the modern-day Danish isles. According to K. Düwel, it followed a 
Mediterranean alphabet model, possibly the Latin and Greek one, and was transformed into the 
runic text that we see in archaeological finds34. Today we know that there used to be two main 
Futhark alphabets, an older one (Elder Futhark) dating around the 2nd century CE and consisting 
of 24 characters, and a younger one (Younger Futhark) dating around the Viking Age (8th-12th 
CE) consisting of 16 characters35. The transition from the oldest to the youngest, according to 
runologist Michael P. Barnes, is evolved through the “Anglo-Saxon Fuþorc” (alternatively 
called the “Anglo-Frisian Runes”) and is approximately dated to around the 5th century CE36. 
Specifically, the eldest runic inscription is dated around 150-160 CE and the earliest artifact 
bearing such an inscription was found on a bone comb (Fig. 3)37 on Fyn island in Denmark. 
Interestingly enough, no more than a hundred years later, the first runic inscription is recorded 
in Eastern Europe (Volhynia, Ukraine); a lance head, dating to the early 3rd century CE. Plenty 
of other runic inscriptions on spear lances (Fig. 4, 5) have been found in the central and southern 
Baltic region of Europe dating to the first four centuries CE, the best preserved of them found 
around north-east Germany (Müncheberg, Brandenburg) and Poland (Stalowa Wola). 
Archaeological research on the inscriptions has shown that the linguistic idioms used indicate 
East Germanic dialectic roots (probably Gothic) both in the use of language as well as the shape 
and use of different symbols above the inscriptions. This would be historically attestable since 
at that time, according to historical evidence, the Goths (specifically the Wielbark culture) were 
moving from the region of the mouth of Vistula river towards the areas north of the Black Sea38, 
which would explain the existence of runic markings in the Eastern part of Europe. Research 
also indicates that these inscriptions, which were actually incrusted in silver wire on the iron 
blades, usually translate to names of either the owner of the weapon or possibly the weapon 
itself; this, in addition to the fact that the finds were found in a burial context could lead one to 
speculate that these inscriptions could have had a spiritual/magical significance for the people 
who wielded them39.  

 

 
It is rather important to note here that dating the runes themselves is a quite complicated 
procedure which has preoccupied many scholars over the past few decades. As Henrik Williams 
argues, so much depends on the correct reading of the runes as one single character can not only 

                                                      
34 Düwel and Kuzmenko (2013), 327 
35 Düwel and Kuzmenko (2013), 328 
36 Barnes P. Michael, What is Runology and where does it stand today? (2013), 7 
37 See Appendix 1: Figure 3 
38 Düwel and Kuzmenko (2013), 329 
39 Düwel and Kuzmenko (2013), 330 

Figure 4: Dahmsdorf, lancehead (Grünzweig 2004, 
34), (Düwel, Kuzmenko 2013, 330)  

 

Figure 5: Rozwadów spearhead (Grunzweig 2004, 32), 
(Düwel, Kuzmenko 2013, 331) 
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change the entire meaning of the text, but subsequently alter its dating by several hundred 
years40. Therefore, rune texts that are illegible can be very hard to date. In her paper, Anne-Sofie 
Gräslund proposes a new approach in the dating methodology of the runes, arguing that earlier 
linguistic methods for transcribing the runes have proven unreliable, and suggesting an approach 
based on dating the rune stones according to their ornamentation and their style of 
craftsmanship41. Furthermore, in her article  3D-scanning at the Archaeological Research 
Laboratory 2006-2009 (2010), Kitzler Åhfeldt Laila presents a new method of groove analysis42 
of Viking Age rune stones by laser scanning and statistical analysis, with which the object can 
be  distinguished between individual carvers43. This method has been developed at the 
Archaeological Research Laboratory (AFL) at Stockholm University, and has been a pioneering 
advancement in the methodological approach of rune stone research.   

In spite of these aforementioned attempts at analyzing runic inscriptions however, it is rather 
evident that by looking into the archaeological remains of runic texts, one can understand that 
the material itself is rather problematic; the Viking Age as regarded by the scholars of runology, 
according to Williams, is dated approximately until 1130 CE, yet around a third of the runic 
inscriptions we have at our disposal are now dated after 1050 CE44. Williams suggests that in 
order to make sense of the dating of the runes, they should be divided into two parts, with the 
dividing line drawn around the year 1000 CE, at the shift of the millennium. Using this method, 
runologists can distinguish the Danish runic inscriptions – like the ones I presented above – 
which command the scene during that time, and tell them apart from the Swedish rune stones 
which began to appear in large numbers and later even received a Christian essence and 
ornamentation.  

Over the years, many questions evolving around the runic inscriptions, their role in Viking 
Age society and their involvement with the concept of literacy have been raised, time and again 
from a large number of scholars. On several occasions, the idea of literate individuals 
(runographers) as well as the idea of runography being intertwined with the concept of literacy 
has been doubted45, while on other occasions, runic inscriptions have been seen as a symbiotic 
and coexisting phenomenon of orality and literacy merging together46, as Kitzler Åhfeldt 
mentions in her paper47. Regardless of the methodology used in dating the runic inscriptions, 
runology – since the beginning of its gradual establishment as a scholarly science48 – has taken 
massive steps into the research and understanding of the literary past of the Scandinavian 
civilization in recent years, and has offered valuable aid on many occasions of archaeological 
research. In the following part of this chapter, I expand on another important aspect related to 
literacy, which is the means and tools of writing and specifically, the styli studied in both my 
case studies.   
 
 
 
 

                                                      
40 Williams (2008), 281 
41 Gräslund Anne-Sofie, Dating the Swedish Viking-Age rune stones on stylistic grounds (2006), 117-118 
42 See more on groove analysis in: Kitzler Åhfeldt, Laila, Carving technique and runic literacy (2012), 65 
43 See more in: Kitzler Åhfeldt Laila,  3D-scanning at the Archaeological Research Laboratory 2006-2009 

(2010) 
44 Williams (2008), 285 
45 See more in:  

 Brink Stefan, Verba Volant, Scripta Manent? Aspects of Early Scandinavian Oral Society. (2005), 85-86  
 Spurkland Terje, Viking Age literacy in runes: a contradiction in terms? (2005), 148 
 Spurkland Terje, Literacy and ‘Runacy’ in Medieval Scandinavia (2004), 343-344 

46 See more in: Zilmer Kristel, Viking Age rune stones in Scandinavia: The interplay between oral monumentality 
and commemorative literacy (2010), 160-161 

47 Kitzler Åhfeldt (2012), 64-65 
48 See more in: Barnes (2013) 
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3.2. On Styli and the issue of their definition and classification 
 
One of the most challenging parts of dealing with unpublished original sources and materials 
that have not been deeply studied in the past, is trying to find a way to create a new methodology 
of understanding and explaining the functionality of an object of the past. 
As previously mentioned (see chapter 1.4),  styli have been a type of artefact which have not 
been studied correctly or at length, nor classified properly, nor have they been reviewed and 
published accordingly for most of the collections of the Viking Age areas that have been 
excavated. In my view, the reason for this is that until not so long ago, the Viking culture and 
consequently the Old Norse language, were overall vaguely related to illiteracy, oral 
communication and a lack of the written word. Another factor that may have affected the lack 
of proper study of the styli material may simply be that studying a culture from a literary 
perspective through looking at the archaeological material data might be a relatively new 
approach in archaeological research. In any case, this absence of previous study and the scarcity 
of the items themselves, seems to result in the unclear and convoluted classification of items in 
the excavation finds lists and artifact catalogues. 

One of the most persistent and challenging issues throughout the duration of this research 
was the fact that many of the items found in these excavations – both in the cases of Birka and 
Sigtuna – were marked as styli or needles, or –in some cases – pins, and all of the items more 
or less looked rather similar (Fig. 6). 

  
Looking at all the artifacts collectively, it is very hard to distinguish with complete certainty the 
functionality of each object. In addition to that, there have been no scientific articles or extensive 
studies in this specification process. In light of this, looking into the most common styles of 
each type of artifact individually at first, seemed like the right methodology to follow, in order 
to separate and understand the technical specifications that characterize both the style and the 
functionality of each type of item. However, the issue that arises from this process is that styli, 
hair/clothing pins, and needles – regardless of the type of needle – have a lot of specifications 
in common; length, base material, decoration and style. Another issue seems to be the existence 
of a small eyelet/hole on the top end of some of the items. In many cases, material analysis has 
brought to light fragments of either wool, rope or chain inside these holes, indicating that the 
item could be used for sewing, either for sails, clothing or armor. However, it is not an 

Figure 6: An illustration of various needles, styli and pins from the Sigtuna collection. Sigtuna Museum Web 
Archive 
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uncommon idea that some styli could have had a hole on one end for a chain to keep it hanging 
from the wax tablet they went with. Additionally, some hairpins or clothing pins could have had 
eyelets/holes on their top end for a wedge to lock and hold the hair tightly, or the piece of 
clothing in place respectively. This issue creates an even larger difficulty in creating a concrete 
definition on the stylistic typology of a stylus.  

One additional issue that could be discussed at this point, is the material of which these 
items were made. The majority of styli collections that we have at our disposal through 
archaeological excavations and research done in the past, are dated mostly to the Iron Age 
Roman era, and the early Medieval Anglo-Saxon styli dated from around the 7th and 8th century 
CE and on. The vast majority of those items are made of metal alloys, mostly iron and bronze, 
and they follow a specific stylistic pattern of a long and thin metallic item with one pointed end 
to be used for carving on wax tablets, and one flat, spatula-shaped end that would be used as an 
eraser (Fig. 7)49. This fact brings forward a rather large challenge in classifying bone and antler 
made objects as styli in a Viking Age context. However, as with many other everyday objects 
and tools of the medieval era like nails, hairpins or kitchenware, so with styli one can argue that 
these items transitioned from more basic materials like bone, to more durable materials like 
metal overtime. Another argument that would be important to be mentioned at this point, is that 
the base material of the items themselves, could be less intertwined with the historic time they 
were crafted in or the purpose that they served, but rather, a matter of social stratification and 
wealth; a matter of who owned the item and how much the item would cost. For these reasons, 
it would be wise to not rule out the idea of less costly or more basic items co-existing at the 
same time period with better quality and more expensive ones. In this regard, it would be just 
as possible for styli made of bone to exist and be used during the same period that styli made of 
iron were. What one could argue with some measure of certainty however, is that it would be 
mostly unlikely that there would be styli made out of wood, as these items would not be durable 
enough to be used for writing on a wax tablet, resulting in breaking quite easily in comparison 
with styli made of bone, horn or antler. However, there are cases where wooden objects have 
been argued to be classified as styli in the past50, an idea that would make way for further 
discussion on the typology of writing material related to literacy in the Ancient world.  

 One additional nuance in the classification of bone-made styli and the differentiation of 
such items from other similar looking tools such as needles or pins, is the existence of the spatula 
on the head of the items. The problem which arises when focusing on the erasing function of 
such an item, centers around the possibility of other items having functioned as erasers for wax 
tablets, instead of the head of the stylus itself. To our knowledge, scribes of the medieval times 
would use penknives as part of their writing toolkit (Fig. 8)51. Therefore, it is not entirely 
impossible that styli that are not spatula-shaped but rather simply ornamented rectangular or 
pointy items could have been used for writing purposes, and penknives or daggers could have 
been used as erasers to flatten the surface of a wax tablet. Based on the aforementioned 
information, it would seem almost impossible to look into the finds and properly classify the 

                                                      
49 See Appendix 1: Figure 7 
50 Gustavson and Söderberg (2014), 39 
51 See more in: Rosenfeld Randall, Tools for producing books and documents in roman antiquity and the Middle 

Ages: A summary list of classes (2002), 157 

Figure 8: A picture of an Early Medieval scribe knife discovered in 
Pasym Castle, Poland.  (Online source) 
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items of my research as either styli, needles or pins. However, an attempt to do so has been done 
in this paper and I shall now proceed to present the reasoning behind this endeavour.  

Before proceeding with expanding further on the classification process of the styli 
themselves, it is imperative that some information on needles and pins are provided first, as 
these are the items that are most similar to styli both in regards to shape as well as to material. 
In the matter of the needles, Professor Andersson Eva B. Strand of Copenhagen University, who 
has dedicated a life-long study to the textile production and tools in Viking Age Scandinavia, 
has provided the scholarly community with an immense amount of information on this subject. 
In her work Tools, Textile Production and Society in Viking Age Birka (2008), she expands on 
the many types of textile processing and manufacturing, the tools and the types of textiles used 
in Viking Age Scandinavia, presenting Birka as her main case study.  In her article she dedicates 
a paragraph to needles and single-needle knitting as a type of technique in Viking Age tailoring, 
arguing that the Viking Age people would oftentimes use fine needles made of metal in order 
to sew thin fabrics and embroideries. Specifically in Birka, there has been found an adequate 
amount of needle boxes with thin metal needles, and interestingly enough – as Andersson points 
out – most of the needles that were found in graves were made of metal, while most of the 
needles found around the settlement area were made of bone52. It is imperative to note however, 
that such metallic needles are less open for interpretation in relation to their use, as compared 
to the bone or antler ones, which may have had other functions. In regards to the bone-made 
needles, they have apparently been used mostly for single-needle knitting clothing items such 
as socks, head caps or gloves but not for coarse textiles, as a general rule53. According to 
Andersson, “Big needles may also have been used as shuttles by winding the weft onto the needle 
and inserting it through the shed.”54Apparently, these needles used for such operations did not 
need to be sharp or pointed since they were not meant to penetrate the cloth (Fig. 9). This could 
explain the overall shape of several needles studied in both collections. 

 

 
Additionally, looking into the collection of items unearthed in my case studies, it is quite evident 
that the needles vary greatly in length as well as in thickness. It is probable that the smaller ones 
were used as sewing needles while the coarser ones may have been used for what is commonly 
known as naal-binding (needle-looping technique) or even for making nets, as Dan Carlsson 
argues in his article Viking Bone and Antler craft (2008)55. It is also arguable that the thinner 
needles may have been used for sewing or making nets, while the thicker ones with broader 
heads were more suitable as loom needles. Moreover, it is important to note that needles with 
flat, spatula-shaped heads could indeed be quite common in most households, as they would be 
used for the production of everyday clothing items, a fact that would render them very common 
as finds in the excavations of these settlements. With this information in mind, it is rather clear 
that having weaving and tailoring tools in the mix which are not crafted in the typical needle 
shape we are accustomed to research on, could overall complicate the procedure of classifying 
these items and creating a typology of what a stylus and what a needle is. The same thing applies 
                                                      
52 Andersson Eva, Tools, Textile Production and Society in Viking Age Birka (2008), 13. See more in: Andersson 

Eva B. Strand, Textile production in Scandinavia (2003), 58-59 
53 See more in: Hald Margarethe, Ancient Danish textiles from bogs and burials, a comparative study of costumes 

and Iron Age textiles (1980), 290, 302 
54 Direct quote: Andersson (2008), 13  
55 See more in: Carlsson S.B. Dan, Viking Bone and Antler craft (2008), 2-3 

Figure 9: A depiction of the process of weft winding onto a needle – Modern tailoring. Online source. 
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for hair or clothing bone pins as well; that is, items which were used to hold cloaks or other 
pieces of clothing together, or items used as hair accessories during the Iron and Early Medieval 
Ages in Europe (Fig. 10).  

 
Bone pins with large and decorated heads are such cases where it is quite difficult to identify a 
clear function for the item, as their shape and crafting style is very similar to other tools used in 
the same time. In his article, Carlsson argues that the only function that would not be possible 
for bone pins to have, because of their large head, would be threading or sewing56. 
Understandably, and based on the functionality of some bone needles as they have been 
presented and argued above, this may not have been entirely the case. It is however quite safe 
to agree that this is a sensible assumption for the vast majority of bone needles57.  

Bearing in mind the information previously presented in this chapter, I will now present the 
results of my research in regards to the technical specifications of the styli that I researched in 
both my cases studies. In order to introduce the styli themselves, it seems important to expand 
on their material and utility first. In our case studies, the majority of the styli are made of bone 
as well as of antler from deer or elk. Looking into the material of Birka and Sigtuna which had 
been classified as styli and after measurements were taken of all items, my research brought 
several results. I can now identify two distinguishable types of styli dimensions58: 

 

 Short length styli:      7 cm – 11 cm long  

 Long length styli:    12 cm – 16 cm long 

 
Though Roman and Anglo-Saxon types of styli usually were rather long, there are cases of styli 
being shorter, as is the case for the wax tablets that went with them, as I mentioned in chapter 
1.3. Therefore, the existence of two – or more – types of styli dimensions could exist, even 
during the same period of time. This categorization has been done in order to help distinguish 
the various sizes of the styli found and studied in this paper.  

In addition to the length of the styli, I have attempted to identify and classify several 
different shape types of styli from the collections studied in this research project:  

 

 Spatula-shaped / T-shaped type:  A stylus with one pointy end and one spatula-
shaped end used as an eraser. This is the most common type of stylus. Usually made 
of metal, but in our case studies there are such styli made of bone or antler. 

 Blade-edge shaped type: A stylus with one pointy end and one blade/knife shaped 
end used to scrape the text off a wax tablet. This could be the case of an early type 

                                                      
56 Carlsson (2008), 3-4 
57 See more on hair and clothing pins in:  

 Mainman J. Alisa and Rogers S.H Nicola, Craft, industry and everyday life: Finds from Anglo-
Scandinavian and Medieval York (2000), 2576-2583 

 Cool E. M. Hilary, Roman Metal Hair Pins from Southern Britain (1990), 151, 172-177 
58 Author’s Note: These dimensions are not set on stone and do not correspond to all styli in general; they 

correspond to the vast majority of the items studied in the Sigtuna and Birka case-studies.  

Figure 10: Examples of bone pins, needles or styli from Eketorps Borg, Öland. (Borg Kaj 2018, 165) 
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of the medieval scriber’s penknife, used as an eraser tool. 

 Rectangular shaped type: A stylus with one pointy end and one rectangular shaped 
end. Most of the rectangular styli at our disposal are partially broken and many of 
them have been argued to be classified as needles instead. 

 

Other than their shape type, there can also be two other types of styli, based on their stylistic 
characteristics: 

 Ornamented type: A stylus with one pointy end and one end ornamented with a 
stylistic shape. Some of these items have been found among my material and do not 
seem to carry a practical functionality in their top end, but nevertheless are 
ornamented for stylistic purposes. These items can be argued to have been used as 
hair-pins instead. 

 Eyelet-shaped type: A stylus with one pointy end and one variously shaped top end 
which bears an eyelet/hole. Any of the types mentioned above may have a hole on 
the top end. These items can be argued to have been used as needles or hair-pins and 
are generally not considered to have been used as styli, though there are exceptions 
to this general argument. 

 
The types of styli that bear holes and the ones that do not have a sharp or spatula-shaped end – 
and therefore no practical functionality – are the ones that have been the most confusing items 
to deal with and classify with certainty, for the exact reason that they could have been used as 
needles or pins respectively. Here once again, arises the question of how we can ensure an item 
has been used as a stylus or not. The following figure illustrates three different types of styli 
(Fig. 11). 
 

Figure 11: Three writing pens, or styli made of bone from the block 
Trädgårdsmästaren 9 and 10 (Sigtuna). From the left find no. 10790 
from plot III, early 1000s; no. 13171, also from plot III, approx. 
1020-50 CE and no.15054 from plot IV, approx. 1020-50 no.  
The item 10790 has a knife-like wax smoother at the top, as well as 
several contemporary finds from Lund (Mårtensson 1962). The 
lengths of the pins are 150, 126 and 92 mm. Photo: Anders 
Söderberg.  
(Gustavson and Söderberg 2014, 40) 
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A groundbreaking attempt at answering this question is offered by archaeologist Kaj Borg, in 
his book Eketorp III: Den medeltida befästningen på Öland. Artefakterna (1998)59, where he 
studied and presented a material analysis from an Iron-Age – Medieval fortress on Öland, 
Eketorps Borg. In his book, K. Borg studies the needles and styli found in his case-study 
excavation and puts them into perspective, comparing with other finds from similar contexts. 
Much like in Birka and Sigtuna, so in Eketorps Borg many items similar in shape, dimensions 
and material were found and were classified without proper analysis. While presenting the items 
of his case-study, Borg mentions the needles found there and the fact that all of those needles 
had a hole in their top end. These needles can be characterized as either sewing-needles for 
clothing, hair-pins or pins used as tools for various purposes. However, after microscopic 
analysis of those needles, Borg brings forth new data in regards to the items, showing that some 
of them were found to have metal pins on the tip, some of which were bore residual quartz (Item 
nr. Å 28:4 LH, S 22:65 MR, M 19:52 MR, Q18:104 MR, 18:22 POB)60. Borg further explains that 
some of the other items marked as “needles” had a missing tip, arguing that the tips were 
possibly broken because they had been fitted with metal pins, and thus were used as styli (S 
24:55 MR, R 22:59 MR) (Fig. 12, 13)61. Through his thorough material analysis, Borg offers a 
new methodology of distinguishing styli from needles, arguing that needle-shaped items could 
be used as styli, in the scenario that they were fitted with metal pins on their writing tip. The 
methodology suggested by Kaj Borg is an important step in material research and brings us a 
step closer in defining styli. Borg’s methodology however, does more than suggest a way to 
define the technical specifications of styli; it proposes that eyelet-shaped styli could have been 
a more common reality than we would think, and in this regard, the existence of eyelets/holes 
on the top end do not immediately annul an item from be regarded as a stylus and thus relegating 
to item to being a needle or nail. 
 Apart from Kaj Borg’s suggestive methodology, in my attempt of trying to create a 
methodology while studying styli, and with the help, the precious discussions and the 
mentorship from the Head Curator of Sigtuna Museum archive, Anders Söderberg, we tried to 
create an additional methodology for distinguishing and classifying styli. The core of this 
argument is based on the functionality and utilization of a stylus item during this time. The main 
idea is that one could look at the technique of writing with a pointy-end item itself and expand 
on how a stylus could be used in a similar way. Through this process, we would be able to 
understand where the friction points of an item are and conduct a microscopic analysis on the 
friction points of a stylus item. By looking at some of the styli in Sigtuna, even without a 
microscope or a magnifying glass, one may distinguish some parts where the item was worn 
and deteriorated. In most cases, the items seemed to bear patterns of intensive use on the friction 
points where the fingers would make a grip on the stylus, and sometimes further up on the point 
where the stylus could be situated in the palm of one’s hand (Fig. 14)62. If one was to look into 
the points of pressure/friction, where the finger’s grasp is located, as well as the point where the 
stylus rests in the palm (adductor pollicis muscle), one would be able to locate the worn part of 
the styli. These tattered and worn points could be used as an indicator that an item has been held 
in a specific handling way. As an example of this, in a 14 cm long stylus, the gripping point 
would be located approximately between one and four and a half centimeters from the tip, and 
the resting point between six and the nine centimeters from the tip (Fig. 15). However, it is 
important to remember that this method cannot be a sole indicator for tracking and defining the 
use of the item, as there are multiple ways to hold a writing tool such a stylus or a pen, but it 
can be used as additional supporting piece of evidence for building a respective case. 

                                                      
59 Authors Note: (English Translation): Eketorp III: Fortification and settlement on Öland/Sweden. The 
artefacts.  
60 Direct quote: “[...] helt säkert fastställas ha använts som styli genom att de har kvarsittande rester av metallstift 

i spetsen” [English Translation: [...] certainly determined to have been used as styli by their remaining 
residues of metal pins in the tip] in: Borg Kaj, Eketorp III : Den medeltida befästningen på Öland. Artefakterna 
(1998), 164 

61 See Appendix 1: Figure 12, 13 
62 See Appendix 1: Figure 14 
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Additionally, the idea of conducting DNA or carbon and nitrogen stable isotope analysis on the 
tip of the items could be suggested, in order to detect microscopic fragments on the tips of the 
styli. This method however would be highly unlikely to bear any results, as DNA would 
probably not survive for such a long time in most cases. 

 
According to the methodologies and the information presented in this chapter, a summarized 
list of specifications is drawn below based on which, I argue that it is possible to define the 
stylistic and functional attributes of styli that circulated around Scandinavia during the Viking 
and Early Medieval Age: 

 
 Styli should have one pointy end functioning as a writing tip. 

 Indications of metal fitting tips on the writing end through microscopic analysis, can 
be argued to be an attestable way of classifying an item as a “stylus”.  

 A broken tip may be a minor additional indication of the item having been used as 
a stylus, but can rarely be a standalone indicator. 

 Styli should be crafted by durable material such as bone, horn, antler or metal. Wood 
is not considered to fall under these types of material, but there could be exceptions 
to this general rule. 

 Though there is no need for an eyelet/hole to exist on a stylus, some styli could (and 
several do) have an eyelet on their top end, for a chain or rope to be inserted through. 

 A spatula/eraser shape on the head of an item is not a clear indicator of whether the 
item should be classified as a needle, a pin or a stylus. In case of styli, penknives 
could have been used as erasers as well. A spatula-shaped stylus however, is the 
standard and most common type of stylus used in most cultures of the Late Iron Age 
and Medieval Age Europe, and though it cannot be a standalone indicator, it could 
be regarded as an additional one. 

 
Additionally to those general rules, it is important to remember that, even though the dating and 
the context of the location where the materials are found are important to the interpretation of 
an artefact, one should keep an open mind in such a process, since – as it is apparent through 
our case studies – some materials could be found in the most peculiar places. Such are cases 
like the Birka Garrison, where styli and wax tablets have been found in a seemingly irrelevant 
contextual environment. 

It is these specifications that have been taken under consideration in order to select and 
present the material collected for both the case studies of Birka and Sigtuna. At this point of the 
chapter however, and since both the specifications and the methodology of my study have been 

Figure 15: On the left, different kinds of handling a modern pen. On the right, the points of handling and resting of a 
pen in one’s grip. (Online Source) 
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presented, it is now imperative to argue for a simple idea which admittedly complicates the very 
nature of my research. This idea is evolved around the fact that, all things considered, we must 
never forget that tools have always had multiple purposes and uses in the hands of humans. A 
knife, a hatchet and a spear can be used for multiple purposes; hunting, gathering, waging war, 
skinning, fishing, crafting and even carving letters or runes. The existence of wax tablets and 
styli is an important and strong indicator of a society expanding its literary limits and 
transitioning from spoken to written word. This however does not mean that letters were not 
written before or beyond the use of wax tablets and styli. On the contrary, in Viking Age 
Scandinavia, runic inscriptions were mostly carved on bones and rocks, and the tools for this 
were most certainly not styli, but knives and sharp or blunt edge inscription tools such as 
chisels63. In her article Carving Technique and Runic Literacy (2012) which I also mentioned 
earlier on, Kitzler Åhfeldt Laila expands on the techniques used by the early Medieval Age 
Scandinavian people for rune-carving and the tools used for this process. Kitzler Åhfeldt argues 
that the rune carving technique has seemingly been reconstructed after the shift of the 
millennium, as rune stone settings seem to have been carved deeper and ornamented in a more 
elaborate way, indicating the change of tools by the carvers, especially by the second half of the 
11th century64. This argument lead to the assumption that the profession of rune-carving as well 
as the overall process of runic inscription was, as most professions of the ancient times, a 
“living”, ever evolving process, being advanced and optimized in the hands of the people who 
dealt with it. Additionally, it is evident enough that there was more than one way to utilize tools 
in order to communicate a certain meaning and to write or carve a certain symbol or word during 
the Viking Age in the Scandinavian context. According to the aforementioned, we may therefore 
safely assume that the existence of wax tablets and styli in Viking Age settlements is not an 
indicator of an existing literary environment in itself, but rather an indication of a transitioning 
period – a phenomenon of the advancement of the level and scale of literacy in these areas 
during this period of time. Lastly, it is important to state that styli and wax tablets – at least 
during the early Medieval period – could be considered to be rather expensive tools of trade, 
even if they were not as expensive as parchments and quills, and were mostly intertwined with 
a very small part of the society who had both an advanced level of education as well as the 
means to afford such tools. This could lead us to the assumption that people who would learn 
the art of writing or would use the writing skill in order to complete simple everyday tasks such 
as keeping trade logs, could be using simpler and less expensive tools in order to write, such as 
bone styli or even simple trade tools such as hardened needles, bone pins or even knives65. This 
idea opens up a discussion on the transformative period of Viking Age literacy and how writing 
runic texts transitioned from being a skill of the select few, into being an everyday task for the 
many.  

Finally, based on the arguments above, it is sensible to assume that items such as wax tablets 
and styli were not used by the majority of the people residing and living in these environments 
but only a select few who owned both the means and the knowledge to use such literary items. 
Therefore and realistically, when we are considering styli and wax tablets, we cannot argue 
about an overall literary society but in fact, about pockets of literacy inside an overall oral 
society; a minor amount of individuals who would be literate enough and wealthy enough to 
own items such as styli and wax tablets.  

                                                      
63 See more in: Looijenga (2003), 110-111 
64 Kitzler Åhfeldt (2012), 69, 77 
65 Gustavson and Söderberg (2014), 39-40 
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 4. The Case Studies  

 
4.1. The case and material of the Birka settlement 
The amount of literacy related items that have been found in the Viking settlement of Birka is 
relatively smaller, if one would compare them with the ones found in Sigtuna. This however is 
understandable if we consider the time frame and the context under which the Birka town was 
built and functioned (Fig. 16).  

The settlement of Birka is located on the island of Björkö, in the municipality of Ekerö, in 
Lake Mälaren, in central Sweden. This settlement, in addition to Hovgården – an archaeological 
site on the neighboring island of Adelsö – are considered to be two of the most important cases 
of Viking Age settlements in Sweden in the field of Viking archaeological research. The 
location of this settlement had been strategic both in terms of warfare and in terms of trade66. 
The town was located within a major trade route between the waterways of Denmark, the island 
of Öland and the Swedish mainland, resulting in the settlement having become an important 
trading center by the 9th century CE67. Various excavation projects have taken place on the 

                                                      
66 Price, Arcini, Gustin, Drenzel, and Kalmring, (2018), 19-20 
67 See more on the Birka settlement in:  

 Ambrosiani Björn, Osten und Westen im Ostseehandel zur Wikingerzeit (2002), and Hantverk och handel 
i Birka (2016)  

 Hedenstierna-Jonson Charlotte, Spaces and Places of the Urban Settlement of Birka (2016)  
 Price, Arcini, Gustin, Drenzel, and Kalmring, (2018)  
 Price Neil et al, Viking warrior women? Reassessing Birka chamber grave Bj.581  (2019) 

In this chapter I present the items studied from both my case studies of the Viking 
settlements of Birka and Sigtuna respectively, where my research brought to light a 
variety of archaeological finds indicating a literary presence in the 9th and 10th 
centuries CE in Viking society. For the purposes of cohesion and proper structure of 
the paper, I begin by presenting the finds unearthed in Birka, and then, in a time-wise 
linear manner, I present the material excavated in Sigtuna. In this way, it is easier to 
track and follow the expanding pace and spread of items related to literacy in those 
two settlements, as one succeeded the other through the course of time. Additionally, 
I divide the material into two sub-chapter categories: “Writing tools” for wax tablets 
and styli, and “Runic Inscriptions” for rune bones, rune stones and runic plates, in 
order to maintain relevance and cohesion. Of course, whether a stylus can be 
considered as the only writing tool that existed in this era is a matter of lengthy 
discussion, which I touch upon in chapter 5. For the purposes of cohesive structure 
and proper management of information however, I do not include additional types of 
writing tools on these categories mentioned above. Lastly, it is important to mention 
that in regards to styli listed in this chapter, I do not present the vast majority of the 
items which I studied in both case-studies. Instead, considering the points I made in 
chapter 3.2 and keeping these notions in mind, I present only some of the items which 
I personally consider to have possibly functioned as styli. All items are listed with 
their inventory number and their respective find numbers are written in brackets. 
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island of Björkö since the late 19th century, the most prominent of which include the Hjalmar 
Stolpe excavations in the 1870s, the results of which were mostly published by Holger Arbman 
in the 1940s. Additional expeditions for excavating the settlement of Birka took place in the 
1990s, with many respective publications offering us a better view of the layout of the 
settlement68. Based on these excavations and the related publications, we now know that the 
Birka settlement consisted of a large harbor area, followed by the main zone of residence, 
manufacturing, and trade – the “Black Earth”, commonly known as Svarta Jorden. The town 
was seemingly fortified with wooden walls for the inland and pilings for the harbor area, and 
included a garrison and a fortress69. Most of the research done on the Birka settlement – apart 
from the spatial structure of the town and its buildings – has been focused on the graves. There 
are seven defined burial grounds in Björkö, where the estimated amount of graves is estimated 
at around 3000, of which 1160 have been excavated. Of these graves, 551 are cremation burials, 
94 are chamber graves and the rest are inhumations70.  

 
Through extensive study of both the structure of the settlement as well as the context of the 
graves, the archaeological community today has an impressive amount of information about the 
settlement of Birka and the way it would function in the Viking Age. Among the finds unearthed 
in the excavation projects that have taken place at Birka, there is a small collection of items that 
are related to literacy and indicate a primal state of a culture that is introduced in the concept of 
reading and writing.  

It is important to note again that no carbon and nitrogen stable isotope analysis, nor DNA 
analysis, or any other form of dating analysis has been done in almost any of the items from the 
Birka collection presented below. As a result, there is no knowledge of the specific time period 
of each item; they have all been registered as “Viking Age” and we could only speculate that 

                                                      
68 Hedenstierna-Jonson (2016), 23 
69 Price, Arcini, Gustin, Drenzel, and Kalmring, (2018), 20-21 
70 Hedenstierna-Jonson (2016), 24; Andersson (2008), 68-69 

Figure 16: An illustration of Björkö (Birka) island and the major excavation areas. (Price N. et al 2019, 183. Figure 
by Charlotte Hedenstierna-Jonson) 
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they belong to the same time period of the settlement itself, from roughly around 750 to 890 
CE.  
 
The items presented below are collected by the following excavations projects that have taken 
place in Adelsö, Björkö and Hovgården: SHM 21064 (in 1934), SHM 34000 (late 19th c.), SHM 
35000 (late 20th c.), SHM 5208 (in 1874), SHM 10379 (in 1897), SHM 17473 (in 1924), SHM 
7982 (in 1886), SHM 16481 (in 1920).  
 

4.1.1. The Writing Tools 
The first types of items studied from the Birka collection which are stored in the Historiska 
Museum in Stockholm, were the material classified as “styli” and “wax tablets”, or material that 
would fit the criteria mentioned in chapter 3.2 and could have been used as such. From Birka, 
there are two items argued to have been wax tablets.  
 

 Item no. 430594 [21064: 290] (Pic. 1)71: An item from the SHM 21064 excavation in 
1934, from within the Birka Garrison area, believed to be a wax tablet made of 
bone/antler. It is crafted in a harp-shaped manner, decorated by a serpent on the top end, 
probably edging along the entire border of the item. The tablet is fragmented in 20 pieces 
and its dimensions have not and cannot be measured with precision. 

 
 Item no. 614032 [34000: Bj 996] (Pic. 2)72: An item from the SHM 34000 excavation in 

the late 1800’s, from the Hemlanden area, classified as a wax tablet made of bone/antler. 
The item is fragmented in 30 pieces, one of which bears a small hole, and its dimensions 
have not and cannot be measured with precision. The state of the item makes it difficult 
to properly clarify and classify the type and use of the object.  

 
Aside from these two items, there seem to exist more artifacts that arguably fit the criteria for 
wax tablets found in Birka. However, these items have not yet been inventoried and studied 
properly and thus, cannot be part of this paper. Nevertheless, the mere fact that wax tablets were 
found in this settlement, this early on in history, indicates the predisposition of the local Viking 
culture towards becoming a literary society, where tools of writing would start coming into use 
by a select amount of people. Additional to these wax tablets, there was a collection of variant 
items classified as “styli”, “pins” or “needles” among the collections from these excavations.  
 

 Item no. 1081053 [35000: 25899-25901]73: An item from the SHM 35000 excavation in 
the 1990’s, from the Svarta Jorden area, classified as a “stylus” made of bone/antler. The 
item is fragmented and curated. The upper part is missing, rendering it impossible to 
classify it in a certain type of stylus. Item is 12.6 cm long. 

 
 Item no. 986947 [35000: 30329]74: An item from the SHM 35000 excavation, from the 

Svarta Jorden area, classified as a “stylus” made of bone. This item appears to be the 
upper part of a stylus. The stylus is eyelet-shaped with a curved handle, ornamented, and 
it bears a decoration with four rings on the upper side and four rings under the handle 
wrapping around the core; the stylus is broken in the lower part, most possibly in half. 
Item is 6.9 cm long and based on its structure, the overall length of the item would most 
likely range somewhere between 14-16 cm.  

                                                      
71 See Appendix 2: pic.1 
72 See Appendix 2: pic.2 
73 Authors Note: This item has 3 separate entries in the Birka web portal: Inv. Nr. 1081053, 986771 & 986769, all 

of which bearing a photograph and a description of the same item, but with different find numeration. See 
Appendix 2: pic.3 

74 See Appendix 2: pic.4 
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 Item no. 269104 [5208: 997]75: An item from the SHM 5208 excavation in 1874, from 

the Svarta Jorden area, classified as a “pin/needle” made of bone or antler. The item 
appears to be a spatula-shaped stylus, decorated on the spatula with incised line and dot 
designs on both sides, with an arrow-headed tip. Item is 7.6 cm. 

 
 Item no. 269539 [5208: 998]76: An item from the SHM 5208 excavation in 1874, from 

the Svarta Jorden area, classified as a “needle” made of bone/antler. The item is spatula- 
shaped and bears a decoration of incised line designs on the spatula. The whole item is 
13.3 cm long, slightly curved, and could have been used as a clothing pin or a stylus.  

 
 Item no. 26854 [5208: 140]77: An item from the SHM 5208 excavation in 1874 in Svarta 

Jorden, classified as a “needle” made of bronze (copper alloy). The item is quite 
corroded and slightly curved, the tip is broken and the head is flattened. On the top point 
it has an eyelet, where possibly a chain ring could have been attached; this hole is broken 
as well. The remains of the item are 2.5 cm and 12.3 cm in total, while the overall size 
should be around 16-17 cm. 

 
 Item no. 269540 [5208: 999]78: An item from the SHM 5208 excavation in 1874 in 

Svarta Jorden, classified as a “needle” made of bone or antler. The item is 12.3 cm long, 
slightly curved and it is spatula shaped with an eyelet on the top end and could have 
been used as either a stylus or a pin. 

 
This concludes the list of styli-looking items and wax tablets archived in the Birka collection of 
the Historiska Museum. Some of the other items studied that are worthy of a brief mention 
would be the following: 544249 (34000: Bj 371), 544294 (34000: Bj 373) and 539009 (34000: 
Bj 367) which were in very fragmentary states, and it would be extremely difficult to properly 
clarify and classify the type and use of the objects. Additional items of interest would be 
considered the 269527 (5208: 968), 269532 (5208: 973), 269543 (5208: 91002), and 418100 
(10379: 3) could be argued to have been used as clothing or hair pins, and the items 269832 
(5208: 1391) and 269833 (5208: 1392) which could mostly be argued to have been used as 
sewing needles. Next, I present the items engraved with runic inscriptions found in Birka and 
archived in Tumba (Historiska Museum). 
 

4.1.2. The Runic Inscriptions 
In addition to the archaeological material related to writing tools in Birka, there is a small 
number of runic inscriptions etched upon both stone and bone, and in some cases scraps of metal 
as well. Down below some of the most important findings in regards to the concept of literacy 
in the Viking Age are presented, and a few notable mentions on this list are added. 
 

 Item no. 419394 [17473]79: A rune bone from the SHM 17473 single-item collection 
submitted by Gunnar Hallström in 1924, found north of the driveway in Svarta Jorden, 
Björkö, Adelsö. The item is classified as a runic carved horn needle with damaged 
tip. The needle has two rows of runes and a deer engraved. Its dimensions are 11.9 cm 
in length and 2 cm in width. The item dates from 800-1100 CE, and the runes have not 
yet been deciphered. 

                                                      
75 See Appendix 2: pic.5 
76 See Appendix 2: pic.6 
77 See Appendix 2: pic.7 
78 See Appendix 2: pic.8 
79 See Appendix 2: pic.9 
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 Item no.  419259 [7982:1]80: An item from the SHM 7982 excavation in 1886, classified 
as a “plate” (vinare platta) made of bone/antler. The item is decorated with roughly 
beveled edges and simpler ornamentation, as well as a small hole on one side. The 
function of the bone plate is uncertain but could be an amulet of sorts. Its dimensions 
are 10.5 cm in length, 3.1 cm in width and 0.6 cm in height (thickness). The symbols 
etched upon the item have not yet been deciphered. 

 Item no.  44471 [16481]81: A rune stone from the SHM 16481 single-item collection in 
1920, submitted by an unknown finder in Svarta Jorden, Björkö, Adelsö. The item is 
made of soapstone and bears part of a runic inscription on the top end. It is most probably 
a fragment from a larger piece. The text has not yet been deciphered. This item has been 
roughly dated around late Iron Age - early Middle Ages. 

 Item no.  843849 [34000: Bj 552]82: An item from the SHM 34000 excavation, classified 
as a “pendant” (runbleck) made of silver. The item appears to be a small four-sided 
ornate pendant with convex top. On the back (which is now loose) there is a small runic 
carving. The two pieces were struck together, and both were attached on textile, but now 
are broken in two. The item’s dimensions are 2.2 cm in length and 2.7 cm in high, and 
the inscription has been transcribed but its meaning is still unclear. 

 Item no.  419778 [14981]83: A rune stone from the SHM 14981 single-item collection 
found in Svarta Jorden, Björkö, Adelsö in 1919. The item is classified as a runic carved 
whetstone (sandstone). Its dimensions are 13.5 cm in length and 8 cm in width and is 
about 2.4 cm thick. The runes etched upon it have not yet been deciphered. 

 Item no.  419438 [463:10]84: A rune stone from the SHM 463 collection found in Björkö, 
Adelsö. The item is classified as a runic carved whetstone (sandstone) fragment. The 
inscription on the stone reads “tutiR baþ kaura kubl:þita aft iuta”, but no translation has 
been published yet. 

 
Among the collections of finds from these aforementioned excavation projects, an additional 
plethora of items bearing runic inscriptions has been unearthed. Some important mentions of 
such items are the 44701: SHM 5208 from the U6 RAÄ's compilation, and the 44707: SHM 
14134 from the U9 RAÄ's compilation85; some of those inscriptions bear runic text that can be 
identified as a Futhark with a solid translational meaning, some bear no meaning and can be 
argued to be unsuccessful writing attempts, and some do not fall under any of the categories of 
Futharks that we know of, and are considered to have been used symbolically, as items of magic 
or faith. 
 As it is evident, the items gathered and studied from the Birka collection might be few, but 
not of minor value. In chapters 4.3 and 5, I expand on what these items can tell us for the 
expansion of literacy in these settlements in regards to the Viking Age Scandinavian cultures.  In 
the next sub-chapter, the writing tools and runic inscriptions from the collections studied in the 
Sigtuna museum are presented, listed and classified in a similar manner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
80 See Appendix 2: pic.10 
81 See Appendix 2: pic.11 
82 See Appendix 2: pic.12 
83 See Appendix 2: pic.13 
84 See Appendix 2: pic.14 
85 See more on these collections in the Historiska Museum’s online web portal. 
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4.2. The case and material of the Sigtuna settlement 
The late Viking – early medieval settlement of Sigtuna holds a large amount of archaeological 
finds in general and a much larger amount of literacy related artifacts in comparison with the 
Birka settlement. This is properly understood if one considers the historical background in 
which the settlement was established.  

 
The settlement of Sigtuna was founded in the 10th century CE on Lake Mälaren, around the time 
the Birka settlement had deteriorated86. It was built on the land between Fjädrundaland and 
Attundaland and on the border of Ärlinghundra and Håbo hundaren87. According to historical 
research the new town succeeded the Old town of Sigtuna (Fornsigtuna) and was established as 
a stronghold by King Erik Segersäll88. Many scholars of historical research have argued that 
since its establishment, Sigtuna was a highly stratified society and was structured around the 
mentality of an early Christian town89. This however does not mean that Sigtuna was completely 
free of paganism, a fact that is quite evident by looking at the earliest material which are 
presented further below. In fact, Sigtuna is generally regarded as a religious and ideological 
opposite to Birka. However, as many scholars have argued, Sigtuna should not be considered a 
successor to Birka as a trade center hub for medieval Scandinavia, but rather, as a settlement 
built under the circumstances of the need for a new religion and a newly formed and unified 
royal power90. In any case, it is safe to argue that this town, since its construction, had all the 
elements of a town ready to be structured and function as a Christian settlement with a clear 
urban character. Historical research depicts the town of Sigtuna as an early urban medieval 
settlement with a surrounding countryside sustaining its habitants and a flourishing trade 
network with many countries of the medieval world sustaining its economy91. A great amount 
of archaeological work has been done in regards to grave excavations, leading to the collection 

                                                      
86 Linderholm Anna and Kjellström Anna, Stable isotope analysis of a medieval skeletal sample indicative of 

systemic disease from Sigtuna Sweden (2011), 925-926 
87 Kjellström Anna, The Urban Farmer : Osteoarchaeological Analysis of Skeletons from Medieval Sigtuna 

Interpreted in a Socioeconomic Perspective (2005), 4 
88 Kjellström, Tesch and Wikström (2005), 87 
89 Linderholm and Kjellström (2011), 2 
90 Kjellström (2005), 4 
91 Linderholm and Kjellström (2011), 296-297 

Figure 17: An illustration of the Sigtuna town and the major excavation areas. (Kjellström Anna 2012, 263) 
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of a large amount of information on how this society functioned during the time of its prosperity. 
The amount of archaeological material we have at our disposal is rich and I continue by 
presenting some of the items which indicate a form of advancing literacy in this society; an 
advancement from an old linguistic system to a new one. 
 
The items presented below are collected by the following excavation projects carried out in 
Sigtuna: Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10 (1988-1990), Urmakaren 1 (1990-1991), Professorn 1 (1999-
2000), Humlegården 3 (1927 & 2006), and Götes mack (2014). There are also items found out 
of context or in unknown locations, marked as “Okänd Fyndort” in the finds-list reports.  
 

4.2.1. The Writing Tools 
The first types of items studied from the Sigtuna collection which are stored in the archive of 
the Sigtuna Museum, were the materials classified as “styli” and “wax tablets”. In Sigtuna, there 
are two items argued to have been wax tablets, both found in the Professorn 1 excavation.  
 

 Item no. 67496 [Professorn 1:11461]92: An item exhibited in Sigtuna Museum and dated 
around 1000-1100 CE. It is one of the very few wax tablets we have from this period in 
Scandinavia. It is measured to be 42.7 x 21.3 x 1.7 cm in dimensions, it has a recessed 
portion for wax in the center, about 13 mm deep, and two minor recessed rectangles of 
unknown function in each end and a through-hole drilled in one corner93. The item is 
unusually large for a wax tablet of that era. 

 
 Item no. 68305 [Professorn 1: 12270]94: This item is archived and still under 

preservation in the Sigtuna Museum Archive, and it is roughly dated to the early 
Medieval period. There are yet no publications for this artifact, nor concrete evidence to 
support that it was indeed a wax tablet, though it is claimed to have been used as such95. 
Another interpretation of the functionality of the item is that it is the remains of a painted 
panel with thin traces of paint on it. 

 
It is essential to point out that given the fact that Sigtuna was established during the last decades 
of the 900s, wax tablets that date to that early period indicate that a writing mentality and a 
literary environment was probably established in this settlement from a very early point. In 
addition to these two items, a subsidiary number of tools classified as “styli”, “pins” or 
“needles” have been studied from the Sigtuna collection in this paper and are presented below.  
 

 Item no. 37786 [Urmakaren 1: 7620]96: An item made of bone, 12.3 cm long, dated 
around 1050-1150 CE. Unearthed within the Urmakaren 1 excavation in 1990-1991 and 
classified as a “clothing needle” (Dräktnål). 

 
 Item no. 11267 [Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 10056]97: An item made of horn, with one 

pointy end and one blade-shaped end, 11.5 cm long, dated around 1050-1075 CE. 
Unearthed within the Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10 excavation in 1988-1990 and classified 
as an “object” (Objekt).  

 
 Item no. 18405 [Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 18212]98: An item made of horn, 9.2 cm long, 

                                                      
92 See Appendix 3: pic.15 
93 Gustavson and Söderberg (2014), 46 
94 See Appendix 3: pic.16 
95 Gustavson and Söderberg (2014), 46 
96 See Appendix 3: pic.17 
97 See Appendix 3: pic.18 
98 See Appendix 3: pic.19 
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dated around 985-1000 CE. Unearthed within the Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10 excavation 
in 1988-1990 and classified as a “stylus”. This is one of the earliest dated items 
excavated in Sigtuna, and bears visible signs of wear from use. Adorned with artistic 
patterns around its body and the top end. 

 
 Item no. 35043 [Urmakaren 1: 4873]99: An item made of bone, 7.3 cm long, dated 

around 1050-1100 CE. Unearthed within the Urmakaren 1 excavation in 1990-1991 and 
classified as a “stylus”. This item is adorned with an artistic pattern around the top end 
of its body and includes a fragment of metallic (copper alloy) chain inside the eyelet.  
 

 Item no. 35058 [Urmakaren 1: 4889]100: An item made of horn, 11.2 cm long, dated 
around 980-990 CE. Unearthed within the Urmakaren 1 excavation in 1990-1991 and 
classified as a “stylus”. This item is also dated quite early, near to the foundation period 
of Sigtuna, and is missing the tip where it could be the writing point. Adorned with 
artistic patterns around its body. 

 
 Item no. 35057 [Urmakaren 1: 4888]101: An item made of horn, 11.2 cm long, dated 

around 1000-1020 CE. Unearthed within the Urmakaren 1 excavation in 1990-1991 and 
classified as a “stylus”. Similar in style to item 4889, but with a full tip. Adorned with 
artistic patterns around its body.  
 

 Item no. 120488 [Humlegården 3: 9663]102: An item made of horn, 9.1 cm long, of 
unknown dating. Unearthed within the Humlegården 3 excavation in 2006 and classified 
as a “stylus”.  

 
 Item no. 31913 [Urmakaren 1: 1629]103: An item made of horn, 11.2 cm long, of 

unknown dating. Unearthed within the Urmakaren 1 excavation in 1990-1991 and 
classified as a “stylus”. This item is adorned with an artistic pattern around its body and 
includes a fragment of metal (iron alloy) inside its eyelet. 
 

Aside from the items made of bone, antler or horn that are argued to have been used as styli, in 
Sigtuna there have been excavated and archived three more items that are concrete cases of 
Medieval-type styli, similar to the Roman or – more likely – the Anglo-Saxon style of long 
metallic styli. 

 
 Item no. 33171 [Urmakaren 1: 2996]104: An iron T-shaped stylus, highly corroded and 

in fragmentary condition, possibly around 14-16 cm long, early Medieval. It belongs to 
the Urmakaren 1 excavation in 1990-1991. 
 

 Item no. 34780 [Urmakaren 1: 4609]105: An iron T-shaped stylus, highly corroded and 
in fragmentary condition, possibly around 14-16 cm long, early Medieval. It belongs to 
the Urmakaren 1 excavation in 1990-1991. 
 

 Item no. 33235 [Urmakaren 1: 3052]106: Part of an iron stylus, highly corroded and in 
fragmented condition, possibly around 14-16 cm long, early Medieval. It belongs to 
the Urmakaren 1 excavation in 1990-1991.  

                                                      
99 See Appendix 3: pic.20 
100 See Appendix 3: pic.21 
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104 See Appendix 3: pic.25 
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These conclude the list of wax tablets archived in the Sigtuna Museum, as well as some items 
considered to have been used as styli, according to the classification properties presented and 
argued for in chapter 3.2. In addition to the items presented above, it would seem important to 
mention some more items studied in the Sigtuna collection that are of a rather peculiar shape 
and style that may or may not have been used as styli. These items of interest are: item 35056 
(Urmakaren 1: 4887), item 32686 (Urmakaren 1: 2402), item 34682 (Urmakaren 1: 4509), item 
3659 (Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 2441) and item 3854 (Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 2636) which 
could have been used as clothing or hair pins, and the item 8327 (Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 
7114) which is crafted in peculiar shape and its function is rather uncertain107.  
Next, several items engraved with runic inscriptions are presented; items found in Sigtuna that 
bear the most importance for my research.  
 

4.2.2. The Runic Inscriptions 
In addition to the archaeological material related to writing tools in Sigtuna, there is a large 
amount of runic inscriptions etched upon both stone and bone, and in some cases scraps of metal 
as well. Down below three of the most important findings in regards with the concept of literacy 
in the Viking Age are expanded on and a few notable mentions on this list are added. 
  

 Item no. 68844 [Professorn 1: 12810]108: In 2000, a unique rune engraved item in 
Sigtuna was found, and it was regarded both as of great importance for rune research, as 
well as of great cultural and historical value; the Sigtuna Runsyllabariet. From the 
archaeological survey in 2000, [kv. Professorn block 1 i Sigtuna], three rune-carved 
objects were registered and examined; one of them being a round wooden (oak) object 
with runic inscriptions on both sides [Sl 97; context no. 2747]. It was just over a 
centimeter (11.8 mm) wide and two centimeters (20 mm) thick and had a round hole in 
the middle with an approximate three centimeter (35 mm) diameter. The edges of the 
hole did not appear to be worn, but were rather intact. On both sides of the object there 
were about 110 runes concentrically cut with probably a knife, most of which were very 
poorly preserved.109 Following research on the item led to its dating around the first 
decades of the 11th century, based on its surrounding context – a craft storehouse from 
the 1030s CE and a former booth in a warehouse dating in 1010 CE. The finds in the 
two houses indicate that there, they engaged in bronze production and comb 
manufacturing. This item which seemed to be part of a pulley in its initial use, was 
extremely deteriorated when it was found, making the runes impossible to read. After 
preservation, almost all runes have been determined thorough intensive research.110  

 
 Item no. 62976 [Professorn 1: 6932]111: Α rune bone which belongs in the Professorn 1 

(1999-2000) excavation collection and is dated roughly to around 1060-1090 CE. It is 
arguably one of the most interesting items in this collection, in the sense that it contains 
an inscription with both Latin and Runic text. The inscription (ᚠᚱ·PAXTEC) reads 
“FR·PAXTEC” and seems to be two abbreviations in two different languages; Fridur (: 
peace) in Old Norse, and Pax Tecum (: peace be with you)112. This is, so far, the earliest 
exhibit of the use of Latin text in Sigtuna, and among the oldest evidence of bilingualism 

                                                      
107 See more on these collections in the Sigtuna Museum’s online web portal. 
108 See Appendix 3: pic.28 
109 Gustavson Helmer, Verksamheten vid Runverket i Stockholm (2003), 19-21; See more in: Källström Magnus, 

Clerical or lay literacy in late Viking Age Uppland (2012), 42 
110 Gustavson Helmer, Runor på skolschemat! Ett nyfunnet syllabarium från 1000-talets Sigtuna (2007), 69; See 
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111 See Appendix 3: pic.29 
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(2014), 35-38 
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and diglossia113 of Runic and Latin script in Sweden. 
 

 Item no. 4059 [Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 2841]114: This rune bone belongs in the 
Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10 (1988-1990) excavation collection and is dated around 1175-
1200 CE. This is yet another interesting find in the sense that it contains an inscription 
of a Christian prayer/blessing written in runic text. It is inscribed on both sides and the 
runes read kruks : markus : kruks : lukus : kruks : maþ--... on one side, and ---oanas : 
kruks : maria : matra : tomina on the other. Archaeolinguistic and runologic study 
suggest that the text conveys the message “Crux Marcus. Crux Lucas. Crux 
Matth(aeus)(?). (Crux(?) I)oannes. Crux Maria, Mater(?) Domini(?)”, a Christian 
incantation or blessing115. This item is a rare exhibit of the two worlds; runic and 
Christian scripts merging together, offering us the opportunity to discuss the change of 
the use of runic text before and after the introduction of Christianity in Early Medieval 
Scandinavia. 

 
The rune syllabary (68844) found in Sigtuna is of great archaeological importance, and so are 
the two rune bones presented above. In the next chapter, I expand on their importance and their 
meaning for tracking the expansion of literacy in the Viking Age. Among the many excavations 
that took place in Sigtuna, a large amount of additional artefacts bearing runic inscriptions came 
to light, mostly rune bones and runic plates. Here are some notable mentions: 
 

 Item no. 62446 [Professorn 1: 6402]116: A rune bone from the Professorn 1 (1999-2000) 
excavation collection, dating around 1066-1086 CE. Its dimensions are 21.2 cm in 
length, 2.9 cm in width, and 0.8 cm in thickness. The runic inscription is 1.0–1.7 cm in 
height. It reads “--a | fuþorkhnisatbRlm | Roþat” on the front side and “mbut | rema | 
þera | abạb | þo” on the back. The inscription consists of an incorrectly carved futhark 
and a number of free-standing rune sequences.117 It is runographically interesting and is 
the only runic inscription from Sigtuna which consistently has long-twigs. The runes are 
less well formed. 
 

 Item no. 126684 [SF 1375: 7]118: A rune plating (copper alloy) of unknown context, 
possibly early Medieval. It is 5.8 x 1.5 x 1.0 cm in length, width and thickness 
respectively, and the runic inscription is 1.0 cm in high. It reads “--ụ--hr-ọ” on the front 
side and there are no inscriptions in the back. It has extensive weathering damage on the 
front, especially in the lot on the left short side, where patination has been lost and where 
there are also some diagonal scratch marks119. The inscription is linguistically illegible 
and could be argued to have been the result of the inscription learning process. 

 
 Item no. 126714 [SF 1386: A]120: A rune plating (copper alloy) of unknown excavation 

project, location, and dating. The item is broken into two parts, which have a mutual fit. 
It bears on the front and back a number of systematically arranged rune-like characters 
and symbols. It is 11.4 x 2.3 x 1.9 cm in dimensions, it is broken in the middle and 
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slightly bent at the left short side. The carving on the back is very weathered, but it is 
clear that it contained essentially the same sequence of characters as on the front121. This 
artefact is of great linguistic interest; it is rather arguable whether the symbols engraved 
upon it are some sort of runic linguistic dialect, but they are runic in style. There are 
quite many approaches to the interpretation of this item but still there is no concrete 
answer as to either the text or the style of the inscription itself. 
 

 Item no. 150905 [238: 1: 61]122: A rectangular shaped rune plating (copper alloy) found 
within the Götes Mack (2014) excavation, dating around the late 1000’s – early 1100’s 
CE. It is measured to be 2.2 x 2.5 x 0.8 cm in dimension, and appears to be preserved in 
its original condition with the exception of a few broken corners. The inscription consists 
of a kind of pseudo runes, where the carver has combined typical runic elements such as 
vertical rods with bows and cross-hatchings123. These types of pseudo-runes that occur 
in this rune plating have been seen before in other cases of runes (i.e. item 24115 from 
Helgeandsholmen124); archaeologist Marie Stocklund has worked on such inscriptions 
and has argued that these inscriptions seem to have served a magical purpose, they are 
often fantasy-inspired pseudo-runes that may have been used as deliberately 
uninterpretable signs125.  
 

This concludes the collection of runic items studied from the Sigtuna settlement. Among the 
collections of finds from these excavation projects, a large additional number of runic 
inscriptions and engraved items has been unearthed, adding to the gravity of future work that 
needs to be done in deciphering these texts, and gaining a better understanding of the Viking – 
early Medieval Age Scandinavian society that flourished in this area. Next, a brief comparative 
analysis in regards to the two case studies and the items listed above as well as some general 
notes and arguments that result from this analysis are presented. 
 

4.3. Comparative Analysis and Results 
In this chapter so far, all the items studied and photographed from both the Sigtuna and Birka 
collections have been presented and briefly expanded on their basic characteristics. The study 
of these items has brought to light many interesting results.  
 From the perspective of a general overview of all the items, especially in the case of writing 
tools, it is quite evident that not all of the items studied in both museums were clear and 
comprehensible as to their specification and classification. As I mentioned earlier (see chapter 
1.4), many of the items have been classified as of one type, and yet seem to bear characteristics 
of another. Thus, the items that have been classified as styli may or may not have been used as 
such, but instead they might have been used as needles or pins, regardless of whether or not they 
fit the specifications presented in chapter 3.2. Another apparent conclusion on a general note is 
that there are fewer items found in Birka that seem to be literacy-related compared to the case 
of Sigtuna, especially when it comes to rune inscriptions. This might be obvious, considering 
the historical background of the foundation of both settlements, but it is nonetheless an 
important note to add to this study, as it is connected to the following conclusion; there is an 
interesting variety of the base materials and quality of the items, as we follow them over time, 
through these case studies. Indeed, the vast majority of items found in the Birka collection are 
made out of bone/antler, and so are the items which date earliest in the Sigtuna collection. 
However, the only clear cases of metallic styli – like the ones from the Roman or Anglo-Saxon 

                                                      
121 Gustavson and Källström (2016), 17-18 
122 See Appendix 3: pic.34 
123 Gustavson and Källström (2016), 19-20 
124 Gustavson Helmer and Snædal Brink Thorgunn, Runfynd 1980 (1981), 201 
125 Snædal Thorgunn, Stoklund Μarie and Åhlén Μarit, Runfynd 1991 och 1992 (1993), 226 
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cultures have to showcase – are found within the Sigtuna excavation context and are dated later 
on, during the early Medieval period. Additionally, it is apparent that most of the cases of styli 
in Sigtuna appear to be crafted in a more artistically sophisticated manner; Sigtuna styli seem 
to have more decorations and more detail in their craft. At this point, an additional very 
interesting note that one could make specifically about the styli found in the two case studies, 
is that the majority of such items found in Birka seem to belong to the long-length styli category, 
while the Sigtuna presents a larger variety in regards to the dimensions of the styli-looking 
items, which fall mainly in the short-length category, according to the categorization done in 
chapter 3.2 (Chart 1). Admittedly, it is unclear whether this fact can indicate a shift in the 
crafting style of these items over time, as without proper material analysis and further research 
we cannot establish with complete certainty whether these items were used as writing tools or 
not. However, I believe it is an important note to add to the list of observations stemmed from 
this study.  
  

 
In regards to the runic inscriptions, the case is similar; that is, there is apparently a much larger 
amount as well as a larger variety in the runic inscriptions from the Sigtuna collection, in 
comparison with the ones found in Birka. However, it would be crucial to note several additional 
important remarks. In their majority, the Birka inscriptions seem to be rather simplistic in their 
craft, both stylistically and grammatically. Most of the inscriptions unearthed in Birka are found 
in the form of rune stone engravings, with a few examples of the rune plating and the two rune 
bones presented above. The inscriptions have not all been translated, so it would be difficult to 
forge an argument around their content. On the other hand, the runic inscriptions from the 
Sigtuna settlement appear to be more interesting in regards to their content. For the first time, 
one may recognize Latin script carved on rune bones and witness clear evidence of the Christian 
church’s effect on this type of writing practice, as well as their crafting style. This is an 
interesting fact which can be interpreted in many ways, and which may mean a great deal for 
the advancement of literacy in Viking Age Scandinavia, as is argued in the next chapter below. 
Apart from the content of the inscriptions however, it is important to note that most of the 
inscriptions unearthed in Sigtuna are carved upon rune bones, in contrast with the case of Birka 
where most inscriptions are found on stone; this, in all probability, is an interesting note in the 
study of the advancement of literacy in those two settlements. 

In summary by looking into the two cases, one may come to the conclusion that, given the 
materials, the amount of items and the stylistic characteristics of the items, it would be rather 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Birka

Sigtuna

Quantitative Categorization of Styli in regards with 
their Dimensions

Short-Length Styli Long-Length Styli

Chart 1: A quantitative categorization of the styli studied in this paper, in regards with their dimensions. 
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extravagant to argue that Birka was a Viking Age social hub for literacy. There are very few 
items that we could argue that could be styli, only a handful of wax tablets and few examples 
of rune inscriptions, in comparison with what the Sigtuna settlement has to show. However, the 
mere existence of items such as these can lead us to the presumption that the items unearthed 
from the settlement of Birka indicate a certain predisposition for literacy to take hold and bloom 
overtime. Having stated that, it would seem that the actual transformation of the writing system 
and the apparent transition from an oral to a writing culture, in regards to the Scandinavian 
societies in Sweden, began around the time after the establishment of Sigtuna, at the end of the 
9th century and the beginning of the millennium.  

In the next chapter an attempt has been made in order to expand on this notion and present 
my arguments on how one may track, trace and follow the advancement of literacy in Viking 
Age Scandinavia until the early Medieval Age through the data collected and presented above.  

 

Figure 18: Norra Åsum stone drawing by Magnus Petersen. (Wimmer, L.F.W 1895, 2),  
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5. The level and expansion of Viking Age Literacy    

 

5.1. Tracing the indicators 
In order to put the expansion of literacy in a linear perspective, it is imperative that we first 
attempt to understand when did the changes in both the structure as well as the function of the 
language begin to occur. From what we can tell, changes on both the format as well as the use 
of the Younger Futhark begin to appear around the beginning of the Viking Age, advancing in 
a continuous manner up until the shift of the millennium, indicating a more firmly constructed 
written language. Already in the beginning of the 10th century, as Henrik Williams informs us, 
a change in the rune-carving technique seems to appear, and inscriptions with words separated 
by dotted runes, word dividers in the form of (double) points, (double) crosses or other 
punctuation marks slowly begin to make their appearance126. These punctuation marks, 
according to researcher of Nordic Philology Jan Meijer, may have had different functions in a 
runic text; linguistic (Opening and Occluding punctuation) or decorative, or in some cases, it 
could be just a case of wrongly placed punctuation marks, as he argues in his article127. This can 
be argued to be a solid linguistic change that occurred in the inscription process of the runic 
scripts, when compared with the previously space-less wording style of those inscriptions. In 
light of this, one could argue that this change could indicate a form of literary advancement as 
well, since spacing the words with dividers and using punctuation could arguably be a clear 
indication of the advancement of a written language in a syntactically systematic linguistic 
manner. Furthermore, this notion opens a dialogue on how the rune carvers of that era would 
conceive these changes themselves; in his article, Michael Barnes argues that to the late Viking 
                                                      
126 See more on runic punctuation and word dividers in:  

 Williams (2008), 283  
 Kitzler A. Laila, Hedenstierna-Jonson Charlotte, Widerström Per and Raffield Ben, Relations and Runes: 

The Baltic Islands and Their Interactions During the Late Iron Age and Early Middle Ages (2020), 140-
141  

 Meijer Jan, Punctuation Marks on Viking Age Rune Stones (2007); Mainstaffs first? (2007); Planning in 
runic inscriptions (1992); Literacy in the Viking Age (1997) 

127 Meijer (2007), 84-91; See more in: Jörgensen Nils, Skiljetecken i runinskrifter (1973), 118-119 

In this chapter I present my arguments on the level and spread of literacy in the Viking 
– early Medieval Age Scandinavia based on the information collected and expanded 
above and the material studied and presented in the previous chapter. In the chapter 
below, I attempt to answer the last of the main questions posed in this paper; how can 
we define the very concept of “literacy” in the Viking Age Scandinavian world when 
studied in an archaeological context, and what can we tell about the level of literacy of 
the people who lived in these towns studied during that period of time? Based on the 
information put forward throughout my research, in this chapter I present what we know 
about the spoken and written word of the Viking Age Scandinavia collectively, and 
proceed into presenting the concluding remarks that are defined by the results of my 
study. The first part of this chapter is dedicated to elaborating on the process of tracing 
the facts and elements that indicate evidences and trails of literacy spread in Viking Age 
Scandinavia, while the second part is dedicated to the process of mapping this spread 
in space as well as in time. 
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Age rune carvers, dotted runes (such as "ᚵ, ᚤ or ᛂ) were most probably written in such a way in 
order to render “a sound value which the carvers considered it important to mark, relative to 
other sounds which the undotted rune could stand for”128. This is a rather important idea to keep 
in mind, as it indicates that people who were literate – to an extent – in Viking Age Scandinavia, 
would have actually advanced their understanding of the functions of the oral and written 
language both in their professional as well as possibly their everyday lives. Besides the 
appearance of word dividers however, there have been several more cases where traces of an 
advancing literary society has been apparent in the Viking world, as one can see in the previous 
chapters.  
 Such an evident case, as mentioned in chapter 4.2.2. is the case of the Runsyllabariet (Item 
68844 - Professorn 1: 12810) found in Sigtuna. The reason this item is of great archaeological 
importance is that, as research shows, it seems to be an ancient form of a syllabary 
(syllabarium)129. A syllabary is “a set of written symbols, each of which represents a syllable, 
used to write a given language”, as defined by the Collins English Dictionary. With this 
definition in mind, we are led to the rightfully speculated notion that this could be an item used 
in the context of an organized language-teaching procedure. In his article, Helmer Gustavson 
reminds us that using a syllabary was a teaching method used extensively in antiquity and 
expands on how a runic syllabarium can fit into this teaching tradition that held from antiquity 
up to and including the Middle Ages. According to Gustavson, the method of teaching how to 
read and write using syllabaries dates back as far as the expansion of the Mycenaean Greek 
civilization and even further back to the Egyptian Kingdom, based on archaeological discoveries 
of papyri, whiteboards and ostraca marked with alphabetical systems much like this Sigtuna 
Runsyllabariet. These findings consist of writing exercises and draft notes and an almost 
complete teacher's manual, using the method of alphabetical teaching, a method that held 
throughout antiquity, as archaeological and historical research shows130. Gustavson presents his 
arguments by comparing the Greek antiquity syllabaries found with the Sigtuna Runsyllabariet, 
marking the similarities in the way the alphabet is formed, and argues about a similar teaching 
method that might have been taking place, in order to pass the knowledge of writing and reading 
from a teacher to a student. Gustavson moves on presenting the teaching process as it was held 
during the Middle Ages. He states that practically, the only reading book during the Early 
Middle Ages with which writing knowledge was tested and strengthened was the Christian 
Psalter. Because of its religious importance, it was not questioned even though the students 
could not speak Latin, but instead only spoke Germanic or Celtic languages131. This is important 
to keep in mind as it offers us a better understanding on the conditions under which items such 
as the Runic-Latin rune bones presented above were crafted (Items 62976 [Professorn 1: 6932] 
and 4059 [Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 2841]). Gustavson continues by arguing that the style of 
teaching practice began to change, as it was slowly being secularized in the late Middle Ages. 
Having presented the aforementioned historical background of teaching reading and writing, 
Helmer Gustavson returns his gaze to the Sigtuna Runsyllabariet, arguing that the existence of 
such a syllabary itself testifies that by the end of the Viking Age it was possible to teach and 
learn runes by adopting the approach of school education in Latin writing. 
 Helmer Gustavson’s pioneering ideas are setting a new stage on how we perceive the items 
found in a Viking Age chronological context. If his hypothesis stands true, and there was indeed 
an attempt to disseminate the knowledge of runic writing from one person to another, then in a 
subsequent manner, more artefacts open up for discussion on whether they could be researched 
and studied in this perspective. One type of material which could be considered for this are the 
multitude of incomplete Futharks and other runic inscriptions found scattered around various 
excavation sites in Scandinavia. Some cases of such incomplete runic inscriptions, which has 

                                                      
128 Direct Quote: Barnes P. Michael, On the Status and Transliteration of the Additional Characters on Medieval 

Scandinavian Runic Writing (2011), 18 
129 Gustavson (2007), 69-70. See more in: Hedenstierna-Jonson Charlotte,  I en skrivkunnig miljö - om skriftkultur 

mellan vikingatid och medeltid (950 – 1150 e. Kr.) (2010) 
130 Gustavson (2007), 70 
131 Gustavson (2007), 73-75 
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so far been considered to be linguistically meaningless, could be the “þþþþ”- rune bone132 found 
in Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10 excavation, the “-btbtbtb” rune bone from the Professorn 2 
excavation, or the “liþþþþþþþissi-a-” from the same excavation in Sigtuna133. These runic 
inscriptions, which up to this point were considered to simply bear some sort of magical 
meaning, can therefore be argued to be explained as writing attempts/exercises to form 
individual runes, as a result of a teaching procedure134. A similar case from Birka, could 
arguably be the rune bone item 419259 (SHM 7982:1) from the 1886 excavation, mentioned in 
chapter 4.1.2; this item bears a form of runic symbols that have not yet been deciphered, and 
could additionally indicate writing attempts. Should this hypothesis stand true, then there is a 
chance that the dissemination of the written word skill could have started much earlier in Viking 
Age societies than we think of.  

As Gustavson states in his article, there are about a hundred and fifty (150) Futhark 
inscriptions known from Norway and Sweden together, with the addition of around fifty (50) 
incomplete or insufficiently carved Futhark inscriptions among the collections of items from 
those two countries135 – that is, by the time he wrote his article in 2007.  However, it is important 
to keep in mind that the intentions of carving a runic inscription were not always the same; 
oftentimes Futharks were indeed carved with educational intentions, other times however they 
could have been used for religious or customary purposes; this is an argument that cannot easily 
be denied, as both those cases might have been apparent simultaneously for a period of time. It 
is for that reason and with this knowledge that we are driven to the conclusion that it is very 
important to consider and analyze both the inscription as well as the carver’s intent and purpose 
first, and then try to determine the function of the script, based on this analysis. Gustavson 
argues that the context of the inscription is the most important information one can utilize in 
order to understand its function. In this sense, an inscription on an item such as a cup or a bowl 
can have a different function than one on a knife, and at the same time, an inscription on a knife 
can have multiple functions in itself; educational, defensive or enhancing, and for this reason it 
is important to consider all possible contextual information when analyzing an inscription. In 
any case however, incorrectly carved or incomplete Futhark inscriptions could indeed be 
considered as an example for an unsuccessful writing attempt.  
 One additional indicator for the expansion of a linguistic writing system in historical 
research, is considered to have been the translational transition and parallel use of two different 
languages, where there is a bilingual environment. For the majority of countries in Medieval 
Europe, where Christianization took place from the late Antiquity to the High Middle Ages, 
there are cases where Latin script was used in parallel and in most cases either replaced or in 
some cases adapted to the country’s local text. Scandinavia was one of those cases, where the 
Christian Latin script co-existed with the runic text for a very long time, and items such as the 
rune bones 62976 or 4059 from Sigtuna that were mentioned above, can be solid indicators for 
this phenomenon. These items provide clear evidence of two different linguistic systems – and 
in extent, two different worlds – coming together during the transitional period of the 
Scandinavian language. The fact that one of the items date around 1050 CE and the other around 
the beginning of the 1200s, may indicate the extension and amount of time that the Latin script 
and the Christian belief may have taken to take hold in the writing environment of Scandinavia, 
which is why these items are precious in their existence in the archaeological collection and 
record.  

So far, we have seen the transition from around the year 1000 CE until the late Middle Ages, 
and I have argued that runic text might have been used almost as a structured linguistic system 
which was taught and disseminated by the end of Viking Age Scandinavia, much like any other 
written language. But how far back in time can we argue that this runic linguistic system could 
have been held in a systematic and structured manner before the turn of the millennium? A 
strong argument in regards to the notion of the existence of a utilized structured language system 
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before the shift of the millennium is presented in the article Runes I en skrivkunnig miljö – om 
skriftkultur mellan vikingatid och medeltid (950 – 1150 e. Kr.) (2010), written by Charlotte 
Hedenstierna-Jonson. In her article Hedenstierna-Jonson focuses on one of the main areas found 
in the Birka excavations, the “Garrison”, and expands on some of the finds unearthed during the 
excavations and their meaning for the study of the Viking culture. Specifically, she writes about 
a stylus and a wax tablet136 found within these halls, among other typical finds like rune bones 
and runic plates 137. Hedenstierna-Jonson continues her article presenting a hypothesis according 
to which, the Garrison could possibly include a literary environment identity in addition to its 
military one, in the sense that Latin or Runic script could be used there for logistics, planning 
and strategy138. But how would styli and wax tablets with Latin or Runic script find their way 
into Viking society and especially in a military environment? Hedenstierna-Jonson expands on 
the connections of the Scandinavian people with the East, presenting a society advancing 
through both trade and military expansion to the West as well as to the East, all the way to the 
borders of the Byzantine Empire. In her article Close Encounters with the Byzantine Border 
Zones: On the Eastern Connections of the Birka Warrior (2015), Charlotte Hedenstierna-Jonson 
offers an overview of a variety of archaeological finds that indicate traces of Eastern cultural 
influences in the Viking settlement of Birka, such as tools of war (quivers), specimens of both 
military and casual clothing and ornamentation, as well as luxury items such as glass vessels139, 
or other items that are considered to be things that were brought back from abroad as tokens of 
conquest or payment for services rendered. In particular, the Svarta Jorden area in the Birka 
settlement bears an abundant collection of items that confirm the close relationships of the 
Vikings settled there with a variety of South-Eastern and Eurasian nomadic cultures such as 
Volga Bulghars, Khazars, Magyars, as well as peoples of the Byzantine Empire and the 
Caliphate further in the East140. The argument which Hedenstierna-Jonson defends centers 
around the notion that the Viking warriors and traders who traveled from Scandinavia all the 
way south and east to these lands and made it back, helped in the exchange of cultural elements 
both in the ways of trade and of war; one of which might have been the use of written word for 
the strategical planning and conduction of warfare. As we are aware, after years of historical 
and archaeological research, the Viking warriors were a highly skilled in the matters of warfare 
– a well-trained military force structured around ranking officers and specific combat positions 
and strategic techniques141, as Hedenstierna-Jonson points out. This advancement of military 
structure can quite reasonably be the outcome of contact and friction with both allied or enemy 
cultures, and the exchange of ways and ideas in the means of conducting war. In this context, it 
is quite possible that in the process of the introduction of new techniques and forms of combat 
in the Viking military system, new tools for planning and structuring were introduced as well142 
– a notion that could be reinforced by the existence of styli and wax tablets in a military 
environment.  

If the hypothesis that there was a linguistic system in use for the habitats of Birka is true, 
then the possibilities for exploring this culture from a different set of lenses is expanding in an 
immense way; by the time this paper is being written, the harbor area (Fig. 19) close to Svarta 
Jorden in Björkö island is still under excavation and in preparation for further research143. A 
harbor is undoubtedly one of the most common areas of a culture of any era for a researcher to 

                                                      
136 Author’s Note: The items mentioned here have not yet received an inventory number, nor have they been 

published as of yet. Leading archaeologist of the Birka excavations (1990s-2000s) Lena Holmquist is 
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find traces of written script, as most of human and trade interactions would take place in such 
an area. Therefore, if a written linguistic system was indeed in use by some of the peoples in 
this settlement, there are significant chances that more literacy-related items could be unearthed 
and come to light in the years to come from the harbor area. 

 

 
Taking all of the aforementioned arguments under consideration, it is possible to concludingly 
summarize several remarks that constitute the basic principles which indicate a strong case of 
literary expansion in Viking Age Scandinavia. The existence of styli and wax tablets in Birka 
which could be roughly dated around the end of the 10th century, the separation of words and 
use of punctuation in the runic inscriptions, the existence of Runic syllabaries and alphabetical 
systems which themselves indicate an attempt in teaching and disseminating the knowledge of 
the written language, along with the incomplete Futharks which could indicate learning attempts 
and last but not least, inscriptions in both Latin and Runic text – all of these elements appearing 
around the shift of the millennium could lead us to the conclusion that by that time, the people 
of Scandinavia were starting to transition from a generally pre-literate society to a more literate 
one. This argument is based around the idea that a “literate” society, can be defined as a society 
in which, more and more individuals slowly and gradually begin to get accustomed to writing, 
and evolve their oral tradition into a concrete and structured written linguistic system.  

In the next part of this chapter, a more practical approach for the analysis of the level of 
literary expansion in Viking Age Scandinavia is being followed, in order to illustrate its spread 
both in time as well as in space. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 19: A map illustrating the reconstructed Viking Age shoreline in Birka Island, Sweden. 
Stretching across the bottom of the harbor area, both above and below the clay sediment, were 
piles and timber remains from the large port facility (in red). The fort can be seen in lower left. 
The line of the city walls (white) connects the fort and the harbor work.  The harbor area was 
surrounded by a line of large wooden piles (referred to as the ‘pole wall’) driven into the mud at 
a water depth of 6-8 meters. The pole wall stretched out to around 100 meters from the shore. The 
pole wall marked the border of the city, functioned as a breakwater, protected ships from outside 
attack, and is presumed to have allowed for the collection of tolls. Sjöhistoriska Museet. (Online 
Source) 
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5.2. Mapping the Indicators 
So far in this paper all the materials have been analyzed mostly from a qualitative perspective, 
meaning that there has been an elaborate presentation on what those specific materials that are 
related to literacy are, and what their function has been in the time frame and area of my research 
topic.  

However, it is evident that one may accumulate substantial information if those materials 
are studied from a quantitative perspective as well. In order to clarify my meaning, it seems 
rather necessary to first reference and elaborate on an important source that has been a hallmark 
for my study; a book called Texts & contexts of the oldest runic inscriptions, written in 2003 by 
Tineke Looijenga. In her book, Looijenga offers a deep and analytic overview of the concept of 
literacy through the study of about 230 runic inscriptions dating from 160 to ca. 700 CE, found 
all around central and northern Europe. In this incredibly informative and well-written book, 
she comes to several very important conclusions in regards with the use of such inscriptions, 
their rate of use and their advancement in terms of both style and syntax. To begin with, 
Looijenga argues that over the course of the centuries, runic writing has apparently evolved, in 
a graduate manner, from short inscriptions to longer texts. The reason that these runic scripts 
remained so uniform for such a long time, could be explained by the speculation that these runes 
were used by a small select group of individuals, such as merchants or artisans (runographers), 
who probably only used those runes in special occasions. According to the author, it would not 
be completely extravagant to assume that, since rune carving was not a very common profession 
and was used on special occasions, the people who commissioned the rune carvers for such 
cases must have belonged to an elite class of society144. With this idea in mind, it is easy to 
picture the Early Viking settlement of Birka as a place where very few individuals who had the 
knowledge and skill of rune-carving, would utilize their skill in order to inscribe runic letters 
onto bone, wood or metal; a hint of literacy in an otherwise overall illiterate society. 
Furthermore, Looijenga makes a very interesting and very important point, in relation to the use 
of written word in a pre-literate society. As she argues, knowing how to read and write in a 
predominantly illiterate society is of little use for an individual, as their work can only be 
appreciated and their skills can mostly be demanded by those who bear the same skill and those 
who can read those runes145. This could be the reason that most runic inscription finds from 
before the Viking Age are restricted to names or short texts. Indeed, if only a few people were 
literate, then larger and more condensed texts would be rendered useless, as most people would 
not be able to read them and would have no need or demand for them. At this point however, it 
is important to keep in mind that, just because inscribing objects did not occur often and it was 
a rare skill to possess, one could argue that the runes themselves could have given an additional 
value to the objects, in the minds of the people of that period. In other words, the inscribing of 
letters onto an object, regardless of whether the text would actually have a meaning or not, could 
be the aim of having it carved in the first place. This counterargument is important to keep in 
mind, as it may also contradict with Helmer Gustavson’s argument in regards to the 
linguistically meaningless rune carvings mentioned earlier in this chapter. Nevertheless, the 
ideas Tineke Looijenga presented above, may lead to a very simple and yet, very important 
conclusion; that is – the amount of literary related materials such as inscriptions found in a 
specific region in a specific time may indicate the rate and spread of literacy expansion in that 
area over time. Subsequently, in Birka, where there is only a small number of inscriptions, one 
may assume that there were not many individuals who would have the skill of reading and 
writing, whereas in Sigtuna, where the number of inscriptions is vastly larger, one may argue 
that the society may have included a larger amount of literate individuals.  

Judging from the amount of inscriptions appearing in Sigtuna specifically, it would be safe 
to assume that there was a large scale bloom of literacy after the shift of the millennium and 
during the first half of the 11th century, as most of the runic inscriptions that we have at our 
disposal, come from that period of time. In an attempt to bring everything into perspective, an 
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attempt to create an illustration of a timeline has been made, where some of the materials and 
the basic changes that occurred in Viking and Early Medieval Age Scandinavia are depicted, in 
regards to the expansion of literacy and the evolution of language through time. The first 
timeline (Chart 2) depicts some general information about the Scandinavian world from the 8th 
to the 13th century CE, and offers an overview of some of the events and facts mentioned so far 
in this paper.  

 
In this timeline one may notice the foundation and prosperity period of both settlements studied 
in this paper, as well as the most important events in regards to literacy over the course of seven 
centuries, from the beginning of the Viking Age until the Middle Ages.  

A more in depth and scaled down timeline is provided below (Chart 3), illustrating the 
changes in the runic linguistic construct, from 950 CE until 1200 CE. Marked upon the timeline 
are some of the most important items studied in this paper. As is understandable for the case of 
Birka, it is rather difficult – almost impossible – to attempt creating a timeline which would 
illustrate respectively such items, as so far, none of these items have been dated properly. We 
can however, as mentioned earlier, safely assume that most of the literacy related items found 
in Birka date around 800 CE and 900 CE, though there is always a chance for this argument to 
be refuted. Nevertheless, looking at the items unearthed in Sigtuna and putting them in a linear 
time perspective, would look like the following timeline. As one may see in this illustration 
below, it was around the end of the 10th century – at the turn of the millennium that most of the 
more attestable literary items begin to spawn in my case studies. These timelines are rather 
useful to keep as a guideline for tracking down the elements which can indicate traces of literacy 
in Scandinavian settlements through time. 

Chart 2: A timeline illustrating the main events in regards with the advancement of Literacy in Viking Age Scandinavia 

Chart 3: A timeline illustrating the main materials related to literacy from the settlement of Sigtuna from 950 to 1200 CE 
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After this attempt to illustrate this expansion of literacy in a time-line perspective, a question 
which should normally arise at this point of the study, is whether or not it is possible to track 
down and see how this bloom of literacy could be visualized on the map. In my view, this spread 
could best be expressed through the means of GIS mapping. This part of the chapter is divided 
in two sub-chapters, one for Birka and one for Sigtuna respectively.  

5.2.1. Birka 
The first settlement engaged with in this 
project, is the town of Birka. As one may 
see in Figure 20, the most important 
excavation sites are shown on the map. 
Figure 20 also illustrates the general area 
of the Birka settlement and the major 
sites. The area between 1A-1F 
(Hemlanden) and the site 2B & 2A (Norr 
om Borg) is commonly known as Black 
Earth (Svarta Jorden) which is still 
under survey and is not included in the 
GIS database.  

Having mapped the graves and 
structures on the map, an attempt to 
perform a subset selection with an SQL 
query from the attribute table of each site 
group has been made, in order to track 
down and depict those locations in which 
literacy items have been found. 
However, as mentioned earlier on (see 
chapter 1.4), the database currently 
available at the Swedish National 
Heritage Board (RAÄ) is currently 
incomplete, and its survey status is marked as “partially examined”. 
 

 As a result, not all finds have been 
classified and been input into the 
database of the graves, making it 
impossible to perform a GIS query 
selection based on either geo-referential 
standards or attributable standards. This 
is partially understandable however, 
given the fact that the excavation 
process of Birka is a relatively new 
endeavour, and that these kinds of 
processes take time to be completed. 

In order to account for this issue, I 
have made an attempt to geo-reference 
the general sites of the graves in 
relevance to the literacy-related items 
found therein, in accordance with the 
publications and finds list that exist at 
my disposal. The result can be seen on 
the left (Fig. 21). 

As is evident, the area of Svarta 
Jorden is missing entirely in the RAÄ 
database. Because of this, there was a 

Figure 20: Illustration of the grave & excavation sites in Birka. (1) 
Hemlanden, (2) Norr om Borg, (3) Borg, (4) Borgshage/ 
Kvarnbacka, (5) Grindsbacka, (6) Kärrbacka, and (7) Ormknös.. 
(Journal of Anthropological Archaeology 49 2018, 27) 

Figure 21: A Geo-Referenced GIS map illustrating the Grave sites 
in Birka Island. 
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need to create the excavation grid myself. After geo-referencing the grid to the Figure 15 map, 
an input the findings that are related to literacy from my study followed, in order to separate 
them from the rest of the finds. As a subset selection with an SQL query from the attribute table 
was not a viable option, since there was no attribute table to work with, the process was based 
solely on written references and the information available in the RAÄ online portal.  

 
After implementing the burial 

sites on the figure of the map (Fig. 
20), a heat map was created in 
order to illustrate those areas 
where literary items were found 
in Birka, as is presented in the 
figure on the right (Fig. 22). As 
one may see in this figure, there 
were several items related to 
literacy circulating mostly in the 
Svarta Jorden (Black Earth) area, 
as well as the Garrison. 
Furthermore, there is one more 
item located in Hemlanden (1A). 
Looking at the generated  heat-
map one may realize that the 
majority of the items are found 
closer to the shore rather than the 
more inland and rural areas of the 
island, which is also a rather 
interesting fact to consider when 
looking into the spread of literacy 
in a spatial context. 

5.2.2. Sigtuna 
The second settlement which I engage with in this project, is the town of Sigtuna.  

 
With this map (Fig. 23) 

as a guideline an attempt to 
create a GIS heat-map 
illustrating the literacy-
related items found in 
Sigtuna has been made, 
similarly to the case of 
Birka. In a likewise manner, 
the database that is available 
at the Swedish National 
Heritage Board as well as the 
Sigtuna Museum Database is 
currently incomplete, and 
not all excavation areas are 
recorded in it.  

As is evident in this 
figure, there are eight (major 
excavation areas currently 
mapped inside the Sigtuna 
Town Plan. Of these, the 
only data available from the 

Figure 22: A GIS heat-map illustrating the areas were literacy related items 
were found in Birka Island. 

Figure 23: Illustration of the grave & excavation sites in Sigtuna Town. (1) Kvarteret
Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10, (2) Kvarteret Professorn 1, (3) Kvarteret Kammakaren, (4) 
Kvarteret Urmakaren 1, (5) Kvarteret S:ta Gertrud, (6) Kvarteret Tryckaren, (7) 
Kvarteret Humlegården 3, (8) Dominikanerkonventet. (Sigtune Dei, 2014, p.33) 
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Museum’s GIS database 
were those of the Kvarteret 
Urmakaren (4) and Kvarteret 
S:ta Gertrud (5). The rest of 
the items had to manually be 
created and input, by 
creating new polygon rasters 
with individual attribute 
tables for the items studied in 
this paper, and by geo-
referencing the general sites 
of the graves in relevance to 
the literacy-related items 
found therein. 

The following figure 
illustrates the excavation 
grids in the town of Sigtuna.  
In order to create the 
excavation grids, the figure 
above (Fig. 23) was used and 

through the process of geo-referencing it with the database layer available in the Sigtuna GIS 
database (kvarter fastigh), a layer was created, illustrating the grids excavated in the town (Fig. 
24). Having created those grids, the findings that are related to literacy from my study were 
input, generating a heat-map which illustrates those areas where literary items were found in 
Sigtuna (Fig.25).  

In this figure, one may 
see the results of the heat-
map illustrating the specific 
points where literacy related 
items are concentrated in the 
town of Sigtuna. Note how in 
the case of Sigtuna, much like 
the case of Birka, there is a 
large concentration of literary 
related items near the shore, 
in the centre of the town.  

Although utilizing the 
GIS tools in order to create 
such maps has been a very 
challenging task, due to the 
lack of information and data, 
such an approach could be 
argued to be rather important, 
as it could highlight a large 
amount of very useful information about the spread of literacy in Viking Age and Early 
Medieval Scandinavia, as well as a lot of information in general, in various matters of 
archaeological research. Such tools may offer contemporary archaeologists the chance to take 
archaeological research one step further and begin a dialogue on how modern software can be 
utilized in the study of the theoretical sciences. 

In the next chapter, some final concluding remarks are presented. Additionally, I attempt to 
open a dialogue on how future research may add more information to the matters studied in this 
paper, and how this information may expand our knowledge on the people who lived and 
prospered during that time, in Scandinavia. 

Figure 24: A GIS map illustrating the Excavation site grids in Sigtuna Town 

Figure 25: A GIS heat-map illustrating the areas were literacy related items were 
found in Birka Island. 
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6. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper I have studied the concept of literacy and its traces through a civilization’s material 
culture. Specifically, through this study I have created a linear illustration of the scale and 
expansion of literacy – both spatial and in time – as it appeared and progressed during the Viking 
Age and Early Medieval Age in Scandinavia. This lengthy matter has been approached through 
two case studies; the Early Viking settlement of Birka and the Late Viking – Early Medieval 
town of Sigtuna in Sweden. 

As is mentioned in the introduction of this paper, there were several questions I aimed to 
answer throughout this thesis work, and it is these questions that I mean to revise and summarize 
in this concluding chapter. Firstly, let us re-examine my initial question; how exactly do we 
define the concept of literacy when we are talking about the Viking Age Scandinavian 
civilization and how was that definition shaped by the specific historical and cultural facts that 
have occurred in regards with the shaping and expansion of this civilization itself? It is rather 
obvious by now that defining literacy as a contemporary concept is rather different than 
comparing it with a civilization of the past, a fact that leaves us with no choice but to argue that 
when it comes to the literacy of ancient/historic cultures, each case must be studied separately, 
and a definition for each and every one of those cultures must be given respectively. When it 
comes to the Viking Age Scandinavian civilization, it is important that we keep in mind the way 
the language evolved, the means through which writing made its appearance, the relevance that 
runic inscriptions held throughout this culture’s history, and the role the Latin text and – later 
on – Christianization played in the formation of this culture’s written language. As is evident 
from this study and the findings presented on chapter 4, the presence of writing tools and 
inscriptions in an entirely Viking Age context such as the Garrison of Birka is rather remarkable, 
as writing has always been considered as a Medieval period practice for the Scandinavians, in 
the minds of historians. And yet, a parallel use of Latin script and runic inscriptions is evident 
through this research, even since the Viking Age up until the High Middle Ages. As Charlotte 
Hedenstierna-Jonson argues in her article, these two writing systems arguably complemented 
each other, rather than competed with one another146. This idea is evolved through the 
understanding of how the runes were used and what they meant during that time; through the 
notion that the runes constituted a medium for the oral Nordic tradition, while on the other hand, 
Latin script was conceived more as a well-defined tool in a later on established writing 
culture147. As recent archaeological studies show, the Latin script was not only used later – after 
the establishment of Christianity – as an administrative tool, but also earlier, during the Viking 
Age, as a practical tool used for activities revolving largely around a result of contacts with 
other cultural regions, such as trade or warfare. These arguments are quite important to keep in 
mind, when one tries to define the level of literacy in Viking Age and Early Medieval 
Scandinavia. Of course, no direct and absolute answer can be given on how we could define 
literacy for this culture during this time, but it could be argued that the concept of an overall 
illiterate Viking Age culture would be rather mistaken, as we can clearly see several occasions 
where “pockets” of literacy were emerging in an otherwise illiterate environment.  

My second question evolved around the definition and classification process of styli. In 
chapter 3.2, I expanded on this topic and presented several distinctive classifications for the 
various types of styli, argued about new ideas on methodological approaches for the process of 
their definition, and I finally offered a summarized list of specifications, based on which it was 
argued that it is possible to define the stylistic and functional attributes of styli that circulated 
around Scandinavia during the Viking and Early Medieval Age. Through this endeavor, I have 
aimed to bring this type of item into future researchers’ attention and to advise caution when it 
comes to study of such items found in similar contexts. For all we can tell, based on the new 
                                                      
146 Hedenstierna-Jonson (2010), 164 
147 Hedenstierna-Jonson (2010), 165-166 
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archaeological research studies of our time, there might be a larger number of literate individuals 
in those small Scandinavian societies than we might have thought so far.  

Therefore, based on all of the aforementioned information presented above in this paper, 
what can the items found in Birka and Sigtuna tell us about the expansion of literacy in the 
Viking – Early Medieval Age Scandinavia? Looking into the results of my study, it would seem 
that there was an internal shift and some sort of a transformation in the Scandinavian culture in 
the transition period between the late Viking and early Middle Ages; an internal change from a 
culture dependent mostly on oral custom to a word-composing society. This change becomes 
evident through the findings unearthed in recent archaeological excavations. The art of 
runography and runic inscription has been apparent since the birth of the Gothic culture and 
evolved largely through time, as one may see just as much from the Eldest as also from the 
Younger Furthark inscriptions. It would seem that during the Viking Age in Scandinavia, there 
were several literate individuals inside the respective societies, who would bear the skill to etch 
and carve runes upon bone, metal or stone – a minor fragment of the society’s population, which 
gradually increased as time progressed, and the contacts of the Scandinavians with other cultures 
became more and more often and meaningful. In the various recent archaeological excavations 
in Sweden, many artefacts indicating a turn to the written word were found, specifically in 
Sigtuna, which seems to have been a hub for teaching and developing language skills from even 
the turn of the millennium up until the Late Middle Ages. This evolution of writing becomes 
very apparent later on in time, through the construction of various monasteries where monks 
would conduct writing work in the composing and documenting of Christian scripts. This turn 
towards the use of mostly Latin written word after the Christianization period of Scandinavia, 
created a fertile ground for the emergence of a culture which would be firmly intertwined with 
the utilization and mastering of the composed word.  

As a final remark, I believe it imperative to argue about the importance of further future 
research on this topic. Studying a culture’s literary element through archaeological material 
research is a rather fertile approach for bringing to light new information about a civilization’s 
progress through space and time. For the case of Viking Age Scandinavia, one may realize that 
this approach has not been thoroughly used in the past. Perhaps the reason for this, is that for 
such a long time, the Viking Age Scandinavians have not been viewed as much of a culture 
which was generally attached to the concept of literacy, as a whole. However, recent 
archaeological studies bring new information to the table, opening a new route for future 
research and offering a fertile ground for future scholarly study of the literacy element for this 
period of time.  

In this paper, an attempt has been made to approach this topic in an interdisciplinary manner, 
studying all material and sources both from a philological and an archaeological perspective. In 
chapter 1.4, several critical issues which I faced during the time that I worked on my project 
were mentioned; issues that – in  my view – should be addressed, in order for future researchers 
to be able to conduct even more extensive work on this topic. I believe it is of utmost importance 
that more researchers follow similar interdisciplinary approaches in the study of the Viking Age 
Scandinavian culture and history, more papers be written on these topics and last but not least, 
more effort be put into the proper structure of the online GIS databases, as well as museum 
electronic databases and archives. I am confident, and convinced, that if this topic and this 
approach is continued in future research, there is an impressive amount of new knowledge and 
information that may be generated from such work, and that such an endeavor can initiate a 
dialogue within the archaeological community, not just on what we can learn about the Viking 
Age Scandinavian societies, but even on how we perceive them altogether.  
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Appendix 1  

 

 

 

  

Figure 3: The Vimose Comb; Funen, Denmark. It 
bears an Elder Futhark runic inscription. Script:  
“harja” (ᚺᚨᚱᛃᚨ). 

Figure 12: Items S 22:65 MR and M 19:52 MR, 
from Eketorps Borg collection. 

Figure 7: A collection of Roman, Anglo-Saxon 
and Viking styli made of bronze. 

Figure 13: Item S 24:55 MR and R 22:59 MR, 
from Eketorps Borg collection. 

Figure 14: A photo of a hand holding the 18405 
[Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 18212] item from the 
Sigtuna collection. 
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Appendix 2 – Item/material pictures: Birka 

Pic. 1: Item no. 430594 [21064: 290] 

Pic. 2: Item no. 614032 [34000: Bj 996] 
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Pic.3: Item no. 1081053 [35000: 25899-25901] Pic.4: Item no. 986947 [35000: 30329] 

Pic.5: Item no. 269104 [5208: 997] Pic.6: Item no. 269539 [5208: 998] 

Pic.7: Item no. 26854 [5208: 140] Pic.8: Item no. 269540 [5208: 999] 

Pic.9: Item no. 419394 [17473] Pic.10: Item no. 419259 [7982:1] 
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Appendix 3 – Item/material pictures: Sigtuna 

 

Pic.11: Item no.  44471 [16481] Pic.12: Item no. 843849 [34000: Bj 552] 

Pic.13: Item no. 419778 [14981] Pic.14: Item no. 419438 [463:10] 

Pic.17: Item no. 37786 [Urmakaren 1: 7620] Pic.18: Item no. 11267 [Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 10056] 

Pic.15: Item no. 67496 [Professorn 1:11461] Pic.16: Item no. 68305 [Professorn 1: 12270] 
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Pic.19: Item no. 18405 [Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 18212] Pic.20: Item no. 35043 [Urmakaren 1: 4873] 

Pic.21: Item no. 35058 [Urmakaren 1: 4889] Pic.22: Item no. 35057 [Urmakaren 1: 4888] 

Pic.23: Item no. 120488 [Humlegården 3: 9663] Pic.24: Item no. 31913 [Urmakaren 1: 1629] 

Pic.25: Item no. 33171 [Urmakaren 1: 2996] Pic.26: Item no. 34780 [Urmakaren 1: 4609] 
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Pic.27: Item no. 33235 [Urmakaren 1: 3052] Pic.28: Item no. 68844 [Professorn 1: 12810] 

Pic.29: Item no. 62976 [Professorn 1: 6932] Pic.30: Item no. 4059 [Trädgårdsmästaren 9-10: 2841] 

Pic.31: Item no. 62446 [Professorn 1: 6402] Pic.32: Item no. 126684 [SF 1375: 7] 

Pic.33: Item no. 126714 [SF 1386: A] Pic.34: Item no. 150905 [238: 1: 61] 
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Glossary 

Abjad. [/ˈæbdʒæd/] (Noun).  A set of symbols used in certain writing systems, where each 
symbol or glyph stands for a consonant, in effect leaving it to readers to infer or otherwise 
supply an appropriate vowel.  Link: https://www.lexico.com/definition/abjad  
 
Alphabet. [/ˈæl fəˌbɛt, -bɪt/] (Noun). A set of letters usually presented in a fixed order which is 
used for writing the words of a particular language or group of languages.  Link: 
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/alphabet  
 
Diglossia. [/daɪˈɡlɒsiə/] (Noun). The use of two varieties of the same language in different social 
contexts throughout a speech community. In linguistics, the situation in which two dialects or 
languages are used by a single language community.  Link: https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/diglossia  
 
Language. [/ˈlaŋ-gwij/] (Noun). A language is a system of communication which consists of a 
set of sounds and written symbols which are used by the people of a particular country or region 
for talking or writing.  Link: https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/language  
 
Literacy. [/ˈlɪt ər ə si/] (Noun). The quality or state of being literate, especially the ability to 
read and write.  Link: https://www.dictionary.com/browse/literacy?s=t   
 
Logogram. [/ˈlɔgəˌgræm/] (Noun). A single symbol representing an entire morpheme, word, or 
phrase.  Link: https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/logogram  
 
Rune Stone. [/ˈrunˌstoʊn/] (Noun). A stone bearing one or more runic inscriptions.  Link: 
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/rune-stone?s=t   
 
Semiosis. [/ˌsē-mē-ˈō-səs] (Noun). An action or process involving the establishment of a 
relationship between a sign and its object and meaning. A process in which something functions 
as a sign to an organism.  Link: https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/semiosis  
 
Stylus. [/ˈstī-ləs/. Plural; styli /ˈstī(-ə)-ˌlī/] (Noun). An instrument for writing, marking, or 
incising. An instrument used by the ancients in writing on clay or waxed tablets. A hard-pointed 
pen-shaped instrument for marking on stencils used in a reproducing machine.  Link: 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/stylus  
 
Syllabary. [/ˈsɪl əˌbɛr i/. (noun)], or Syllabarium [/ˌsɪl əˈbɛər i əm/] (Noun). A set of symbols 
used in certain writing systems, such as one used for Japanese, in which each symbol represents 
a spoken syllable. A set of written signs or characters representing the syllables that are the units 
in a language that uses syllabic, rather than alphabetic, writing.  Link: 
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/syllabary  
 
Wax Tablet. [/ˈwæks ˌtæb lɪt /] (Noun). A writing tablet of wood or bone covered with wax and 
written on with a stylus in ancient Roman and medieval times.   Link: https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/wax%20tablet    
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